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Late Spring + Summer 2022 Releases

Primeval Fire

War and Me
9781542036184

The Other Half of Me
9781542034616
$20.95 CAD • Paperback
Lake Union Publishing
Pub Date: Jul 07, 2022

A Gracious Neighbor

9781542037105
$20.95 CAD • Paperback
9781542037112
$34.95 CAD • Hardcover

$20.95 CAD • Paperback
9781542036177
$34.95 CAD • Hardcover

47North
Pub Date: Jul 26, 2022

AmazonCrossing
Pub Date: Aug 01, 2022

The Blunder

This Way Out
9781542037617
$20.95 CAD • Paperback
Lake Union Publishing
Pub Date: Jul 01, 2022

This Place of Wonder
9781542037976
$20.95 CAD • Paperback
9781662503702
$34.95 CAD • Hardcover
Lake Union Publishing
Pub Date: Jul 19, 2022

When It Falls Apart
9781542034869
$17.95 CAD • Paperback
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: Jun 21, 2022

The Moment We Met
9781542033633
$20.95 CAD • Paperback
Lake Union Publishing
Pub Date: Jul 05, 2022

Bookends
9781542036986
$20.95 CAD • Paperback
9781542036993
$34.95 CAD • Hardcover
Little A
Pub Date: Jul 01, 2022

Sweeter Than Honey
9781662500848
$17.95 CAD • Paperback
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: Jun 28, 2022

9781542037853
$20.95 CAD • Paperback
9781542037877
$34.95 CAD • Hardcover

AmazonCrossing
Pub Date: Jul 12, 2022

Blood Ties
9781542025003
$20.95 CAD • Paperback
AmazonCrossing
Pub Date: Jul 26, 2022

Distributed in Canada by Thomas Allen & Son

9781542039154
$20.95 CAD • Paperback
9781542039178
$34.95 CAD • Hardcover

Little A
Pub Date: Jul 01, 2022

Late Spring + Summer 2022 Releases

Happy Is On Hiatus
9781542037839
$17.95 CAD • Paperback
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: Jul 01, 2022

The One Who Loves You
9781542037655
$17.95 CAD • Paperback
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: Jul 12, 2022

Stirring Up Love
9781542038317
$17.95 CAD • Paperback
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: Jul 26, 2022

The Brighter the Light
9781542032599
$17.95 CAD • Paperback
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: Jul 01, 2022

The History of Us
9781662500954
$17.95 CAD • Paperback
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: Jul 12, 2022

Blackout
9781542039895
$22.95 CAD • Paperback
Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date: Jul 01, 2022

Quicksilver
9781542019903
$23.99 CAD • Paperback
Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date: Jul 19, 2022

Heated
9781542038294
$17.95 CAD • Paperback
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: Jul 05, 2022

Can't Resist Her
9781542034098
$17.95 CAD • Paperback
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: Jul 19, 2022

The Secret Witness
9781542038188
$22.95 CAD • Paperback
Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date: Jul 01, 2022

The Big Dark Sky
9781542019927
$34.99 CAD • Hardback
Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date: Jul 19, 2022

Distributed in Canada by Thomas Allen & Son

We Lie Here
9781542033695
$22.95 CAD • Paperback
9781662500329
$34.95 CAD • Hardback

Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date: Jul 12, 2022
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Thomas & Mercer

The Last Sentinel
From the celebrated author of The Last Protector comes an action-packed sequel about
a man whose duty to his country threatens the life of the woman he has vowed to
protect.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 09, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers / Military
9781542038928
288 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Canadian Author

Ex–Secret Service agent Clayton White doesn’t miss the relentless danger that defined his
career. These days, he’s enjoying life at sea with his fiancée—who also happens to be the
daughter of the double-dealing vice president, Alexander Hammond. Then their ship, the
NOAAS Surveyor, comes under attack. That same day in Miami, the Second Lady of the
United States is assassinated. Hammond, who dodged the bullet meant for him, calls
upon Clayton to help him hunt down the responsible party. Clayton wants nothing to do
with the notorious vice president, who boasts a violent and capricious history. But with
his fiancée’s life in the balance, Clayton has no choice. He jumps back into the fray, where
he’ll face off with enemies new and old. And unbeknownst to Clayton, a deep-rooted
enemy has been waiting in the shadows and has now set his sights on him.
This time, it’s not just the world Clayton’s trying to save—but the woman he loves.
Gervais, Simon
Simon Gervais was born in Montréal, Québec. He joined the Canadian military as an infantry
officer and was commissioned as a second lieutenant in 1997. In 2001, he was recruited by the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police and became a federal agent. In 2009, he became a close
protection specialist tasked with guarding foreign heads of state visiting Canada. He served on the
protection details of Queen Elizabeth II, and US president Barack Obama.

I Remember You
A Thriller
From New York Times bestselling author Brian Freeman comes a gripping psychological
thriller about a woman haunted by terrifying memories—of someone else’s life.
On the Fourth of July, Hallie Evers dies at a rooftop party in Las Vegas. Hours later, she
wakes up in the hospital, disoriented but alive. Why can’t she find the doctor who revived
her? Why does her head feel crowded and loud? Why do her memories feel both foreign
and familiar? Her self-doubt spirals into crippling paranoia.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 09, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Suspense
9781542035101
348 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542035088: Hardback

1|Page

Hallie knows that mental illness runs in her family—her mother suffered from delusions
that led to an early death. But now even Hallie’s dreams are fraught with details that
seem like more than imagination—vivid images of a city she remembers but has never
visited in her life. As she embarks on a cross-country search for answers, Hallie catches
glimpses of what feel like another person’s memories. It’s a dark, horrifying, tragic
vision…of someone else’s murder. But is any of it real?
Freeman, Brian
Brian Freeman is an Amazon Charts and New York Times bestselling author of psychological
thrillers, including the Frost Easton and Jonathan Stride series. His stand-alone thriller Spilled Blood
was named Best Hardcover Novel in the International Thriller Writers Awards, and his novel The
Deep, Deep Snow was a finalist for the Edgar Award. He lives in Minnesota with his wife, Marcia.
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What She Found
Solving a decades-old disappearance sets Tracy Crosswhite on a dangerous collision
course with the past in a pulse-pounding novel by New York Times bestselling author
Robert Dugoni.
Detective Tracy Crosswhite has agreed to look into the disappearance of investigative
reporter Lisa Childress. Solving the cold case is an obsession for Lisa’s daughter, Anita. So
is clearing the name of her father, a prime suspect who became a pariah. After twentyfive years, all Anita wants is the truth—no matter where it leads.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 23, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Mystery &
Detective / Police Procedural
9781542008327
368 pages
8.25 x 5.50

For Tracy, that means reopening the potentially explosive investigations Lisa was
following on the dark night she vanished: an exposé of likely mayoral graft; the shocking
rumors of a reserved city councilman’s criminal sex life; a drug task force scandal
compromising the Seattle PD; and an elusive serial killer who disappeared just as
mysteriously as Lisa. As all the pieces come together, it becomes clear that Tracy is in the
midst of a case that will push her loyalties and her resilience to the limit. What she
uncovers will come with a greater price than anyone feared.
Dugoni, Robert
Robert Dugoni is the New York Times, and Wall Street Journal bestselling author of the Tracy
Crosswhite series, which has sold more than seven million books worldwide; the David Sloane
series; the Charles Jenkins series; and the nonfiction exposé The Cyanide Canary, a Washington
Post best book of the year.

Rich Blood
From Wall Street Journal bestselling author Robert Bailey comes a compelling legal
thriller about a lawyer who takes on his sister’s case—and confronts small-town secrets
and family skeletons.
Attorney Jason Rich has made a fortune off other people’s bad luck. His billboard slogan—
“In an accident? Get Rich!”—accosts motorists on highways from Alabama to Florida. As
ambulance chasers go, he’s exceptional.
But after a recent divorce and a stint in rehab, Jason has hit a rough patch. And things
only get worse when his sister, Jana, is accused of her husband’s murder. Even though
Jason has no experience trying criminal cases, Jana begs him to represent her.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 01, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers / Legal
9781542037273
380 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Jason has mixed feelings about returning to Lake Guntersville, Alabama—and even more
reservations about diving back into his sister’s life. Between the drugs, the affairs, and a
tendency to gaslight everyone in her inner circle, Jana has plenty of enemies in town. But
did Jana hire someone to kill her husband? Jason isn’t so sure. He heads back to his
hometown to unravel the truth and face off against opponents old and new.
Bailey, Robert
Robert Bailey is the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of the Bocephus Haynes series, which
includes The Wrong Side and Legacy of Lies, as well as the award-winning McMurtrie and Drake
Legal Thrillers series, Rich Blood is his eighth novel. For the past twenty-three years, Bailey has
been an attorney in Huntsville, Alabama, where he lives with his wife and three children.
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They Come at Knight
Yasmin Angoe’s They Come at Knight is the heart-pounding second installment in the
Nena Knight series about an intrepid female assassin who will stop at nothing to protect
her family.
For elite assassin Nena Knight, eliminating dangerous players on the world stage is part of
the job. The Tribe, a powerful business syndicate in Africa, ensures that she has those
opportunities. But for Nena, the Tribe is more than just her employer; it’s an organization
that supports the African people—until it turns on itself.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 13, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Espionage
9781662500060
366 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781662500077: Hardback

As Nena embarks on a new mission, a violent siege by a paramilitary group throws the
Tribe into chaos, and mysterious acts of violence plague the Tribe’s territories. As the
attacks escalate, Nena suspects a different kind of enemy at play: someone on the inside,
determined to undermine the Tribe’s leaders.
As this new threat closes in on her own family, Nena enlists a team to root out the
danger. But as she gets closer to the truth, she will have to risk everything to protect the
future she holds dear—even if it means facing off with an enemy she never expected.
Angoe, Yasmin
Yasmin Angoe is a first-generation Ghanaian American currently residing in South Carolina with her
family. She’s served in education for nearly twenty years and works as a developmental editor.
Yasmin received the 2020 Eleanor Taylor Bland Crime Fiction Writers of Color Award from Sisters in
Crime, of which she is a member.

Someone's Watching Me
Is someone dangerous out to get her? Or is it all in her mind?
Becky’s life is almost perfect. Growing up, she could never have imagined living in such a
safe, beautiful home, with a boyfriend as loving and kind as Alex, and hopes for a little
family of her own. But then stand-offish Max moves in next door, and things begin to fall
apart.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 15, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Psychological
9781542037181
254 pages
8.25 x 5.50

3|Page

First, someone starts trolling her social media. Then she finds her tyres slashed. By the
time she discovers the dead bird, left waiting for her like a prize, she’s sure someone is
after her. And having spied some strange goings-on beyond her kitchen window, she
suspects that person is Max. Frightened, Becky turns to Alex for help, but she’s surprised
to find that he and Max have become firm friends—and that Alex is convinced it’s all in
her mind. But when news of a missing young woman breaks, Becky knows she has to do
something. She’s sure she’s seen this woman in Max’s home—hasn’t she? With Alex
concerned that she’s losing her grip on reality, does Becky dare keep digging, knowing her
almost-perfect life could shatter into imperfect little pieces?
Rosi, Zoe
Zoe Rosi has a background in journalism and copywriting. She worked as a reporter for local and
national newspapers before moving into the fashion industry as a copywriter. Zoe had four
romantic comedies published before writing her debut thriller. Someone’s Watching Me is Zoe’s
second thriller.

Distributed in Canada by Thomas Allen & Son
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A Familiar Stranger
Such a quiet and ordinary wife and mother. Who will even notice what she’s done?
Lillian Smith leads an unexceptional life, writing obituaries and killing time with her
inattentive husband and disconnected son. Then she meets David, a handsome stranger,
in a coffee shop. Lured into an affair, she invents a new persona, one without strings,
deadlines, or brooding husbands.
Lillian has never felt so reckless, unpredictable, or wanted. But as her affair with David
intensifies, she withdraws from everything that’s real, even her closest friend. When
evidence of her life as a secret lover finds its way onto her son’s social media, she risks
ruining much more than her marriage or reputation.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 27, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Domestic
9781662500121
288 pages
8.25 x 5.50

As lies beget lies, Lillian’s two worlds spiral dangerously out of control. And betrayals run
deeper than she imagines. Because Lillian isn’t the only one leading a double life.
Torre, A. R.
A. R. Torre is a pseudonym for New York Times bestselling author Alessandra Torre. Torre is an
award-winning author of more than twenty-six novels. She has been featured in such publications
as ELLE and ELLE UK and has guest-blogged for Cosmopolitan and the Huffington Post. In addition,
Torre is the creator of Alessandra Torre Ink, a website, community, and online school for aspiring
authors.

The Hike
Four hikers enter the mountains. Only two return. But is it tragedy? Or treachery?
When sisters Cat and Ginny travel with their husbands to the idyllic Swiss Alps for a hiking
holiday, it’s not just a chance to take in the stunning scenery. It’s an opportunity to
reconnect with each other after years of drifting apart—and patch up marriages that are
straining at the seams.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 01, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Psychological
9781542035347
270 pages
8.25 x 5.50

As they head into the mountains, morale is high, but as the terrain turns treacherous,
cracks in the relationships start to show. With worrying signs that someone might be
following them, the sun begins to set and exhaustion kicks in. Suddenly, lost high on a
terrifying ridge, tensions spill over—with disastrous consequences.
When only two of the four hikers make it down from the mountain, the police press them
for their story—but soon become suspicious when their accounts just don’t add up.
What really happened up on that ridge? Who are the survivors? And what secrets are
they trying to hide?
Holliday, Susi
Susi Holliday grew up near Edinburgh and worked in the pharmaceutical industry for many years
before she started writing. A lifelong fan of crime and horror, her short stories have been
published in various places, and she was shortlisted for the inaugural CWA Margery Allingham
Prize. She is the acclaimed author of nine novels and a novella. The film adaptation of her TransSiberian-set psychological thriller Violet is currently in development.
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City Dark
A Thriller
A vanished mother, the grip of darkness, a lifelong mystery. Forty years later, a
prosecutor faces them all again, this time as a murder suspect in a pulse-pounding legal
thriller of psychological suspense.
On a steaming night in 1977, New York City is plunged into darkness and two boys, Joe
and Robbie, are abandoned by their mother, Lois. Forty years to the day after this
unforgivable moment, Joe is a hard-drinking ADA and Lois has resurfaced: Joe wakes from
another alcoholic fog to learn she’s been found murdered on a Coney Island beach.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 01, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers / Legal
9781542039543
352 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Joe throws himself into his work, struggling to reconcile his memories of Lois with the
relative stranger found by the NYPD. And when another murder hits close to home and
DNA links Joe to both crimes, he sinks deeper into the abyss. Joe can’t remember a thing.
His last hope as the evidence mounts against him is Aideen Bradigan, a brilliant and
dogged lawyer from his past. It will take Aideen’s drive and Joe’s own shrewd legal mind
to uncover a potentially terrifying truth—and to shatter the devastating secrets that claw
back to that fateful night in the dark.
Canaff, Roger A.
Roger A. Canaff is a former New York City special victims prosecutor and author of Bleed Through,
winner of the IBPA Benjamin Franklin Award and the second in the Alex Greco ADA series. Previous
novels include Among the Dead and Copperhead Road. Currently Roger teaches undergraduate
and law school classes in New York City.

One of Those Faces
From debut author Elle Grawl comes a psychological thriller about an insomniac artist
who discovers a shocking truth about a recent spate of murders in her city: the victims
all look just like her.
Years after escaping her abusive childhood, Harper Mallen has only ever known sleepless
nights—or terrifying nightmares. She’s struggling to survive as an artist in a trendy
Chicago neighborhood, getting by on freelance gigs, when she’s suddenly confronted with
the worst fears from her past.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 04, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Psychological
9781662500862
366 pages
8.25 x 5.50

A young woman is killed outside Harper’s apartment—a woman who chillingly resembles
her. As Harper searches for information about the victim, she discovers unsettling links to
two other murders. Upon discovering another doppelgänger, Harper realizes her life is
not the only one hanging in the balance.
As her obsession and paranoia deepen, everyone is a suspect: the handsome stranger in
the café, customers at the painting studio, even the ghosts from her past. The closer she
comes to unraveling the truth behind the murders, the more Harper realizes there is no
one she can trust—not even herself.
Grawl, Elle
Elle Grawl is a lawyer and thriller writer. Her lifelong interest in true crime and experience as an
attorney have provided her with plenty of writing material. One of Those Faces is her first novel.
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Shadow Sister
From the bestselling author of Mrs. Rochester’s Ghost comes the chilling story of a
young woman who returns to her haunted childhood home to unravel the deadly
mysteries of her family’s past.
Ava grew up in a haunted mansion, envied by all her friends. But when her mother died
mysteriously there, the thrills of Blackworth Mansion became nightmares. Ava never
accepted that her mother perished from natural causes, but no one would believe her.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 18, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Domestic
9781662500053
396 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781662500046: Hardback

Seventeen years later, Ava returns home to unravel the truth of her mother’s death—and
her own demons quickly follow. Her estranged and vindictive father may be stalking her.
Her secretive new sister-in-law lands on her doorstep with troubles of her own. And then
there’s the strange girl who may or may not be haunting the grounds. Even Ava’s
romance with her first crush is shadowed by her suspicions.
When Ava makes a terrifying discovery on the property, she must decide just how far into
the past she’s willing to go. Some secrets can be deadly—especially the ones Ava’s kept
hidden in the dark.
Marcott, Lindsay
Lindsay Marcott is the author of Mrs. Rochester’s Ghost and The Producer’s Daughter, as well as six
previous novels written as Lindsay Maracotta. She also wrote for the Emmy-nominated HBO series
The Hitchhiker and coproduced a number of films. She lives on the coast of California.

Found Object
A Thriller
Culpable in an exposé gone tragically wrong, investigative journalist Jupiter Bellarose
takes her boss’s advice: head back to her hometown for a fluff piece and get her world
in balance. But in Savannah, the past is waiting.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 18, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Suspense
9781542036405
272 pages
8.25 x 5.00

6|Page

Twenty years ago Jupiter’s mother, actress and celebrated beauty Marie Nova, was
murdered, leaving many in her wake: Jupiter’s father, who has erased memories of his
wife’s murder with alcohol. The matriarch of the cosmetics company who helped make
Marie a star—and who takes every opportunity to reopen old wounds. Then there’s the
fragile cop with blood on his hands, and the killer whose confession no longer seems
convincing.
With so many lingering questions, Jupiter must revisit the grisly event that has influenced
every decision in her life. Maybe her homecoming will bring closure.Or maybe the worst
is yet to come.
Frasier, Anne
Anne Frasier is the New York Times, and USA Today bestselling author of the Detective Jude
Fontaine Mysteries, the Elise Sandburg series, and the Inland Empire novels. With more than a
million copies sold, her award-winning books span the genres of suspense, mystery, thriller,
romantic suspense, paranormal, and memoir. Her memoir, The Orchard, was an O, The Oprah
Magazine Fall Pick; and one of the Librarians’ Best Books of 2011.
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Keep It in the Family
In this chilling novel from bestselling author John Marrs, a young couple’s house hides
terrible secrets—and not all of them are confined to the past.
Mia and Finn are busy turning a derelict house into their dream home when Mia
unexpectedly falls pregnant. But just when they think the house is ready, Mia discovers a
chilling message scored into a skirting board: I WILL SAVE THEM FROM THE ATTIC.
Following the clue up into the eaves, the couple make a gruesome discovery: their dream
home was once a house of horrors.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 18, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Psychological
9781542017275
382 pages
8.25 x 5.50

In the wake of their traumatic discovery, the baby arrives and Mia can’t shake her fixation
with the monstrous crimes that happened right above them. Haunted by the terrible
things she saw and desperate to find answers, her obsession pulls her ever further from
her husband.
Secrecy shrouds the mystery of the attic, but when shards of a dark truth start to emerge,
Mia realizes the danger is terrifyingly present. She is prepared to do anything to protect
her family—but is it already too late?
Marrs, John
John Marrs is an author and former journalist based in Northamptonshire. After spending his
career interviewing celebrities from the worlds of television, film and music for numerous national
newspapers, magazines and websites, he is now a full-time author.

The Blue Bar
On the dark streets of Mumbai, the paths of a missing dancer, a serial killer, and an
inspector with a haunted past converge in an evocative thriller about lost love and
murderous obsession.
After years of dancing in Mumbai’s bars, Tara Mondal was desperate for a new start. So
when a client offered her a life-changing payout to indulge a harmless, if odd, fantasy, she
accepted. The setup was simple: wear a blue-sequined saree, enter a crowded railway
station, and escape from view in less than three minutes. It was the last time anyone saw
Tara.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 25, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Mystery &
Detective / Police Procedural
9781662503917
396 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Thirteen years later, Tara’s lover, Inspector Arnav Singh Rajput, is still grappling with her
disappearance as he faces a horrifying new crisis: on the city’s outskirts, women’s
dismembered bodies are being unearthed from shallow graves. Very little links the
murders, except a scattering of blue sequins and a decade’s worth of missing persons
reports that correspond with major festivals. Past and present blur as Arnav realizes he’s
on the trail of a serial killer and that someone wants his investigation buried at any cost.
Could the key to finding Tara and solving these murders be hidden in one of his cold
cases? Or will the next body they recover be hers?
Biswas, Damyanti
Damyanti Biswas is the author of You Beneath Your Skin and numerous short stories that have
been published in magazines and anthologies in the US, the UK, and Asia. She has been shortlisted
for Best Small Fictions and Bath Novel Awards and is coeditor of the Forge Literary Magazine.
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The Quarry Girls
A Thriller
Killers hiding in plain sight. Small-town secrets. A girl who knows too much. From the
Amazon Charts bestselling author of Unspeakable Things and Bloodline comes a nervetwisting novel inspired by a shocking true crime.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Domestic
9781542034296
336 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Minnesota, 1977. For the teens of one close-knit community, summer means late-night
swimming parties at the quarry, the county fair, and venturing into the tunnels beneath
the city. But for two best friends, it’s not all fun and games.
Heather and Brenda have a secret. Something they saw in the dark. Something they
can’t forget. They’ve decided to never tell a soul. But their vow is tested when their friend
disappears—the second girl to vanish in a week. And yet the authorities are reluctant to
investigate. Heather is terrified that the missing girls are connected to what she and
Brenda stumbled upon that night. Desperately searching for answers on her own, she
learns that no one in her community is who they seem to be. Not the police, not the boys
she met at the quarry, not even her parents. But she can’t stop digging because she
knows those girls are in danger.S he also knows she’s next.
Lourey, Jess
Jess Lourey is the bestselling author of Litani, Bloodline, Unspeakable Things, and the Mira James
mysteries, among many other works, including young adult, short stories, and nonfiction. She is an
Edgar, Agatha, Anthony, and Lefty Award nominee.

Behind Closed Doors
Two kidnappings, thirty years apart. Can Stacey face her own dark past in order to save
her stepdaughter?
When Stacey’s ex-husband turns up on her doorstep begging her to help save his
kidnapped thirteen-year-old daughter, Lyra, the terror is all too familiar. Stacey’s own
violent kidnapping thirty years ago was never solved, and while a severe case of amnesia
spares her from recalling the specific horrors, she remembers enough…Stacey knows her
father never paid the ransom—she has the missing pinkie finger to prove it. She knows
she was only saved because of an anonymous tip-off to the police. And she knows her
captor was never apprehended.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Psychological
9781662506116
8.25 x 5.50

Lyra’s kidnappers have made it clear the police must not get involved. But Stacey can’t
shake the eerie similarities between the two cases, and she’ll use whatever she can, from
her journalistic powers to her shady contacts, to save Lyra from the same nightmare.
Desperate to find any link between Lyra’s abduction and her own, Stacey forces herself to
revisit her forgotten, traumatic past for clues. But can she make sense of the terrible
secrets she unearths in time to save Lyra? And if she does, is she ready to face her own
tormentor?
Wyer, Carol
Carol Wyer is a USA Today bestselling author and winner of the People’s Book Prize Award. Her
crime novels have sold over one million copies. February 2021 saw the release of the first in the
much-anticipated new series featuring DI Kate Young, An Eye for an Eye.
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Are You Awake?
From the bestselling author of What You Did comes a chilling story about a missing girl
and two potential witnesses. They both think they saw her. But can they trust their own
eyes?

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 08, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Psychological
9781542035378
8.25 x 5.50

Mary hasn’t slept in what feels like years. Her two young children never let her rest, and
so one exhausting night, in the middle of a London heatwave, she escapes to a nearby
park for some air.
Tim can’t sleep. It doesn’t feel safe after the terrible thing that happened to him.
Seeking solace outside, he encounters a sleepless Mary in the park. There, the two
strangers witness what looks like a violent attack in the window of a neighbouring house.
Shocked at what they’ve seen, Tim and Mary form an unlikely bond, desperate to find
clues. When they see news reports of a missing woman, who was last seen walking alone
not far from them, the pair are convinced it’s her they saw being attacked. The police
don’t believe them, but when they hear of a potential link to an old murder and a string
of disappearances from the area, pressure mounts to find her before it’s too late.
But with her marriage under strain and the police on their tail, Mary begins to doubt
her own mind…and Tim’s. How reliable is a man who doesn’t sleep? Have they got it all
wrong, or is something even more sinister going on?
McGowan, Claire
Claire published her first novel in 2012, and has followed it up with many others in the crime
fiction genre and also in women’s fiction. She has had four radio plays broadcast. Her first nonfiction project, the true-crime book The Vanishing Triangle, was released in 2021.

Blue Like Me
A brutal homicide sets an ex-cop and his former partner on the hunt for an enigmatic
killer in a gripping thriller by the author of Under Color of Law.
When former detective Trevor “Finn” Finnegan became a PI, he adopted a new mandate:
catch the LAPD’s worst in the act. While on surveillance in Venice Beach, Finn tails two
potentially dirty cops: Detective Martin Riley and Finn’s ex-partner, Detective Sally
Munoz. Things take a deadly turn when an unknown assailant executes Riley and wounds
Munoz. In an instant, Finn goes from private eye to eyewitness. Munoz needs Finn to help
find Riley’s killer, but doing so could blow his cover. She’s an officer shaded by rumors.
Maybe she’s still a good cop—but maybe she’s not. Finn’s reluctance ends when his dear
“uncle,” an ex-LAPD detective, is murdered, and it might be connected to Riley’s death.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 08, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Mystery &
Detective / Police Procedural

To prevent more bloodshed and avoid becoming the next targets on the killer’s list, Finn
and Munoz will have to bury their complicated past, trust each other, and come face-toface with painful secrets that could destroy them both.

9781542039697
256 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Aaron Philip Clark is the author of the novel Under Color of Law and a screenwriter from Los
Angeles. In addition to his writing career, he has worked in the film industry, higher education, and
law enforcement.
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A Burning Obsession
In this conclusion of the Abby Mullen Thrillers by the New York Times bestselling author
of A Killer’s Mind, a hostage negotiator has one last chance to stop a deadly threat from
her past.
When a series of suspicious fires leaves multiple victims dead in their homes, NYPD
hostage negotiator Abby Mullen knows in her bones that the terrors of her childhood
have returned. As a young girl, she narrowly escaped a fire set by Moses Wilcox, a
fanatical cult leader who’s been presumed dead for thirty years. These murders have his
fingerprints all over them.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 08, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Mystery &
Detective / Police Procedural
9781542034326
pages
8.25 x 5.50

Meanwhile, razor-sharp criminal profiler Zoe Bentley is investigating the arsons—but
she’s never seen an offender like this. Zoe needs insight from someone who understands
the mind of a cult leader. Someone like Abby Mullen.
As the unlikely duo teams up on the case, it’s time for Abby to face the memories she’s
always wanted to forget: the cult that defined her childhood, the fire that killed her
family, and the man who engineered it all. The race is on to catch a killer—even if it
means braving the fiery wreckage of Abby’s past.
Omer, Mike
Mike Omer loves to write about two things: real people who could be the perpetrators or victims
of crimes—and funny stuff. He mixes these two loves in his suspenseful and macabre mysteries.

Death in Heels
When Fi went to support her best friend’s drag debut, she didn’t imagine a killer would
be going to watch it too. And they’re waiting for their grand finale…
Fi McKinnery is full of nerves as the gorgeous Mae B (aka her best friend Robyn) takes to
the stage for her debut at drag club TRASH, but Mae B is dazzling…that is until local queen
Eve lampoons her performance and ruins the show. So when Eve turns up dead later that
night, face down in the gutter of a rain-soaked Dublin street, the timing seems awfully
suspicious…The police are quick to rule Eve’s death an accident, but Fi is convinced it was
foul play. When her ‘Hagatha Christie’ amateur sleuthing backfires, it drives a wedge
between Fi and Robyn. But when another friend is targeted in a hit-and-run, she’s
determined to get this twisted killer caught, no matter what the consequences.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 11, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Mystery &
Detective / Cozy / General
9781542037235
288 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Even as the rest of the gang start to distance themselves, Fi is certain that they’re all in
terrible danger. Something dark is lurking beneath the feathers, glitter and sequins of
Dublin’s drag scene. And it’s not just the sticky floor and cracked mirrors. Someone is
targeting the queens. When another member of the group is gunned down, it’s clear the
danger is coming ever closer. Can Fi stop the killer before any more of her friends are
hurt?
Murphy, Kitty
Kitty lives with her husband, Roger, on the very westerly edge of Co. Clare, Ireland. She adores
drag in all its forms and crime fiction in all its chilling splendor. Kitty is bi/queer and had a wellspent youth divided equally between the library and the LGBTQ+ scene.
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The Widow
A husband with secrets. A wife with no limits. A riveting novel of marriage, privilege,
and lies by Kaira Rouda, the USA Today bestselling author of The Next Wife.
Jody Asher had a plan. Her charismatic husband, Martin, would be a political icon. She,
the charming wife, would fuel his success. For fifteen congressional terms, they were the
golden couple on the Hill. Life was good. Until he wasn’t.
Martin’s secret affair with a young staffer doesn’t bother Jody personally. But
professionally? It’s a legacy killer. Soon a reporter gets word of this scandal in the making,
and Martin’s indiscretions threaten to ruin everything Jody has accomplished.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 15, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Domestic

When Martin suddenly dies, it’s a chance to change the narrative—but the reporter won’t
let go of his lead. As the balance of power shifts in the Asher house and on the Hill, it’s
time for Jody to take control. And there’s nothing the ruthless widow won’t do to secure
the future she’s entitled to. Even if she has a secret of her own.

9781542039215
316 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Rouda, Kaira
Kaira Rouda is a multiple award–winning, USA Today bestselling author of contemporary fiction
that explores what goes on beneath the surface of seemingly perfect lives. Her novels of domestic
suspense include Somebody’s Home, The Next Wife, and All the Difference. She lives in Southern
California with her family.

AMOK
A Dox Thriller
When the government offers a twenty-four-year-old former Marine a five-figure
payday, there’s only one question: Who does he have to kill?
1990. A restless young man called Dox is back home in Texas. His friends have missed him,
and his mother and sisters need him. But after four years as a Marine and another as a
CIA contractor fighting the Soviet Union alongside the Afghan mujahedeen, small-town
life in Abilene is a suffocating dead end.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Dec 06, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Espionage
9781542005647
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542005654: Hardback
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Another secret war, this one in Southeast Asia, offers a big payday and the solution to his
family’s troubles. But secret wars are never what they’re billed to be, and Dox is about to
get the education of his young life. Among the lessons—the only thing more dangerous
than war is falling in love with your enemy.
Eisler, Barry
New York Times bestselling author Barry Eisler spent three years in a covert position with the CIA’s
Directorate of Operations, then worked as a technology lawyer and start-up executive in Silicon
Valley and Japan, earning his black belt at the Kodokan Judo Institute along the way. Eisler’s
award-winning thrillers have been included in numerous “best of” lists; have been translated into
nearly twenty languages; and include the #1 bestsellers The Detachment, Livia Lone, The Night
Trade, and The Killer Collective. Eisler lives in the San Francisco Bay Area and, when he’s not writing
novels, blogs about national security and the media.
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Hide
From acclaimed author Tracy Clark comes a page-turning mystery featuring hard-boiled
Chicago detective Harriet Foster, who’s on the hunt for a serial killer with a deadly
affinity for redheads.
When a young red-haired woman is found brutally murdered in downtown Chicago, one
detail stands out: the red lipstick encircling her wrists and ankles.
Detective Harriet Foster is on the case, even though she’s still grieving the sudden death
of her partner. As a Black woman in a male-dominated department, Foster anticipates a
rocky road ahead acclimating to a new team—and building trust with her new partner
isn’t coming easily.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Dec 06, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Mystery &
Detective / Police Procedural
9781542037570
380 pages
8.25 x 5.50

After another victim turns up with the same lipstick markings, Foster suspects she’s
looking for a serial killer. Through a tip from a psychiatrist, Foster learns about Bodie
Morgan: a troubled man with a twisted past and a penchant for pretty young redheads
with the bluest eyes. As Foster wades into Morgan’s sinister history, the killer continues
their gruesome assault on Chicago’s streets. In her desperate race to catch the murderer
before they strike again, Foster will have to confront the darkest of secrets—including her
own.
Clark, Tracy
Tracy Clark is the author of the highly acclaimed Cass Raines Chicago Mystery series, featuring
Cassandra Raines, a hard-driving African American PI who works the mean streets of the Windy
City dodging cops, cons, and killers. A Chicago native, she works as a newspaper editor there.

Such a Beautiful Family
A riveting novel of psychological suspense about perfect lives and hidden secrets by
New York Times bestselling author T.R. Ragan.
Nora Harmon has a lot to be thankful for: two great kids, a stable marriage, and now, a
dream career. Software consultant Jane Bell wants Nora on her team. She’s offering a
fantastic salary, flexible hours, and a chance to travel the world. It sounds too good to be
true, but Jane won’t take no for an answer.
Jane acts more like a friend than a boss, and Nora’s personal and professional boundaries
begin to blur. Jane is smitten with Nora’s perfect family—particularly her daughter—and
far too attentive to Nora’s husband. Nora can’t help but feel insecure and unsettled.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Dec 06, 2022
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Domestic
9781662500299
284 pages
8.25 x 5.50
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Maybe Jane is everything she says she is: a lonely woman in need of feeling the love of a
kind and decent family. Maybe Nora is just being paranoid.
Maybe not.
Ragan, T.R.
T.R. Ragan is the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling author of Count
to Three; the Sawyer Brooks trilogy; the Faith McMann trilogy; the Lizzy Gardner; and the Jessie
Cole novels. She has sold more than four million books since her debut novel appeared in 2011.
She and her family live in Sacramento, California.
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Off the Deep End
From the bestselling author of The Best of Friends comes a heart-stopping psychological
thriller about the shades of truth and the power of lies in the wake of one mother’s
unspeakable loss.
Therapist turned stay-at-home mom Jules Hart’s idyllic suburban life shatters when she
crashes her car into an icy lake. Her son and another teenage boy plunge into the water
with her, but Jules can only manage to save one—the wrong one.
Reeling from the death of her son, Jules spirals into a violent and unstable mental state.
Ten months after the accident, she’s still trying to reckon with the fact that she rescued
Isaac Greer, another woman’s child, when Isaac suddenly vanishes.
$22.95 CAD Paperback
Jan 10, 2023
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Psychological
9781662506208
272 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Jules finds herself at the center of a massive police investigation. While she harbors her
own dangerous secrets, Jules is adamant that she didn’t take Isaac. But then who did? Is
Isaac the victim of a dangerous killer who’s been targeting boys in the Midwest? Or is
someone else pulling the strings in this deadly game?
Berry, Lucinda
Dr. Lucinda Berry is a former psychologist and leading researcher in childhood trauma. Now she
writes full time, using her clinical experience to blur the line between fiction and nonfiction. Berry
lives in Los Angeles.

Someone Else's Life
A Thriller
A new life in paradise should have healed her wounds. But for a woman struggling to
hold on to her family and her sanity, one stormy night could change everything.
Blow by blow, Annie Lin’s life crumbles. Her dance studio goes bankrupt. Her mother and
beloved dog are gone the same year. Then a terrible accident leaves her young son
traumatized.

$22.95 CAD Paperback
Jan 17, 2023
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers /
Suspense
9781662501081
300 pages
8.25 x 5.50

It’s time for a change. Palm trees, mai tais, peace and quiet—Annie should be at ease,
safe in her new Kauai home with her husband and son. She hopes proximity to her family
can provide them all with a sense of belonging and calm. But soon items from her past
start turning up—her dog’s collar, a bracelet that disappeared years ago—and she has the
unnerving sensation she’s being watched. Reality begins to fracture, and Annie’s panic
attacks return. When, during a brewing storm, a woman appears on her doorstep looking
for shelter, Annie is relieved to have the company and feels an unexplainable bond with
her visitor.
As the night progresses, Annie realizes the woman is no stranger. Their lives are
inextricably intertwined—and Annie might just lose everything.
Liao Butler, Lyn
Lyn Liao Butler was born in Taiwan and moved to the States when she was seven. Before becoming
an author, she was a professional ballet and modern dancer, and is still a personal trainer and
fitness and yoga instructor. Lyn enjoys spending time with her FDNY husband, and their son.
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The Big Dark Sky
A group of strangers bound by terrifying synchronicity becomes humankind’s hope of
survival in an exhilarating, twist-filled novel by Dean Koontz, the #1 New York Times
bestselling master of suspense.
As a girl, Joanna Chase thrived on Rustling Willows Ranch in Montana until tragedy
upended her life. Now thirty-four and living in Santa Fe with only misty memories of the
past, she begins to receive pleas—by phone, through her TV, in her dreams: I am in a dark
place, Jojo. Please come and help me. Heeding the disturbing appeals, Joanna is
compelled to return to Montana, and to a strange childhood companion she had long
forgotten.
$23.99 CAD Paperback
Jan 24, 2023
Thomas & Mercer
FICTION / Thrillers / General
9781542019910
9.00 x 6.00
Also Available
9781542019927: Hardback

She isn’t the only one drawn to the Montana farmstead. People from all walks of life have
converged at the remote ranch. They are haunted, on the run, obsessed, and seeking
answers to the same omniscient danger Joanna came to confront. All the while, on the
outskirts of Rustling Willows, a madman lurks with a vision to save the future. Mass
murder is the only way to see his frightening manifesto come to pass.
Through a bizarre twist of seemingly coincidental circumstances, a band of strangers now
find themselves under Montana’s big dark sky. Their lives entwined, they face an
encroaching horror. Unless they can defeat this threat, it will spell the end for humanity.

Koontz, Dean
International bestselling author Dean Koontz was only a senior in college when he won an
Atlantic Monthly fiction competition. He has never stopped writing since. Koontz is the
author of Quicksilver, Elsewhere, The Other Emily, Devoted, and seventy-nine New York
Times bestsellers, fourteen of which were #1, including One Door Away from Heaven,
From the Corner of His Eye, Midnight, Cold Fire, The Bad Place, Hideaway, Dragon Tears,
Intensity, Sole Survivor, The Husband, Odd Hours, Relentless, What the Night Knows, and
77 Shadow Street.
He’s been hailed by Rolling Stone as “America’s most popular suspense novelist,” and his
books have been published in thirty-eight languages and have sold over five hundred
million copies worldwide.
Born and raised in Pennsylvania, he now lives in Southern California with his wife, Gerda,
their golden retriever, Elsa, and the enduring spirits of their goldens Trixie and Anna.
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The Lies I Told
For a woman obsessed and a killer in her shadow, remembering the past becomes a
mind game in a novel of psychological suspense by New York Times bestselling author
Mary Burton.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 02, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Thrillers /
Psychological
9781542032636
352 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Twin sisters Marisa and Clare Stockton were sixteen when Clare’s body was found in
Virginia’s James River. No arrests were made. Fourteen years later, Marisa’s friends and
dedicated career as a photographer help her to cope with the open wound of the past.
But Marisa still feels the hurt—and the unsolved murder isn’t the only thing haunting her.
A recent car crash has erased ten days of Marisa’s memories—a black hole leading up to
the accident that’s left her disoriented. Every text and phone call from that crucial missing
time has vanished, along with her phone. A photograph she took of the river has
disappeared. A new neighbor Marisa believes she knows introduces himself as if he were
a stranger. And there’s the growing fear that her near-fatal accident was no accident at
all. As dreams of Clare and nightmares of the crash begin to converge, so do two
disturbing puzzles fourteen years apart. Putting the pieces together could be fatal. As she
struggles to remember everything, Marisa closes in on a killer—without realizing that he’s
already closed in on her.
Burton, Mary
New York Times and USA Today bestselling novelist Mary Burton is the popular author of more
than thirty-five romance and suspense novels, including Don’t Look Now, Near You, Burn You
Twice, and Never Look Back, as well as five novellas. She currently lives in North Carolina.

In the Pines
A Wall Street Journal bestselling series.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 16, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Thrillers /
Suspense
9781542006781
334 pages
8.2x 5.50
Also Available
9781542029711: Hardback
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Clues to a hidden treasure. Clues to a family secret. Both lead to murder in a twisting
novel of suspense by Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author Kendra
Elliot. A national treasure hunt with a $2 million prize has driven obsessed fortune seekers
to overrun the small town of Eagle’s Nest, Oregon. The hunt’s cryptic clues and the lure of
wealth have exposed the desperate side of human greed: theft, fights, trespassing—and
even the motive to kill. Police chief Truman Daly craves peace in his town but has a
murder on his hands instead. Now the big prize isn’t the only thing hiding in the pines. So
is a killer. When a young boy walks into the local café and claims his mother and baby
sister have been missing for weeks, FBI special agent Mercy Kilpatrick investigates and
exposes a disturbing twist in his story. Deep family secrets and lies that started sixty years
ago have burst into the present, bringing with them deadly consequences. Mercy’s and
Truman’s investigations lead down a path of murder, revenge, and buried secrets to
uncover two intertwined mysteries as dark as an Oregon forest.
Elliot, Kendra
Kendra Elliot has landed on the Wall Street Journal bestseller list multiple times and is the awardwinning author of the Bone Secrets and Callahan & McLane series, the Mercy Kilpatrick novels, and
the Columbia River novels. She’s a three-time winner of the Daphne du Maurier Award, an
International Thriller Writers Award finalist, and an RT Award finalist. She has always been a
voracious reader, cutting her teeth on classic female heroines such as Nancy Drew, Trixie Belden,
and Laura Ingalls. She was born and raised in the rainy Pacific Northwest but now lives in flip-flops.
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Smart Girl Summer
From Kristin Rockaway comes a fun, insightful romance about what can happen when
life gets off track but you’re willing to go along for the ride.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 23, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Women
9781542026307
268 pages
8.25 x 5.50

This summer’s not going as Abby Atkinson planned. A thieving PhD adviser, a screeching
halt to her grad program, and zero job offers have left her high and dry. Nothing a little
eat, pray, love across the Mediterranean can’t fix, right? Or eat, pray, tutor, more like. Her
dissertation might be dead, but she can still teach. She’ll just have to do it for six weeks
on a superyacht with a billionaire and his daughter. A playboy billionaire, according to the
tabloids—but Abby’s not so sure. As big as his bank account is, his heart’s that much
bigger, especially when it comes to his daughter. Their strained relationship could use
some mending, though, and Abby can help. She was hired to teach junior high math, but
she’ll make room in her lesson plans. Falling for her boss wasn’t part of the plan either,
but…Maybe it’s time she let her heart, not her head, teach her something new.
Rockaway, Kristin
Kristin Rockaway is a native New Yorker and recovering corporate software engineer. After
working in the IT industry for far too many years, she finally traded the city for the surf and chased
her dreams out to Southern California, where she spends her days happily writing stories instead
of code. You can find her on Instagram at @kristinrockaway and on her website at
www.kristinrockaway.com.

Big Chicas Don't Cry
Four cousins navigate love, loss, and the meaning of family over the course of one
memorable year in this heartfelt family drama.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 01, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Women
9781542039291
368 pages
8.25 x 5.50
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Cousins Mari, Erica, Selena, and Gracie are inseparable. They aren’t just family but best
friends—sharing secrets, traditions, and a fierce love for their abuelita. But their idyllic
childhood ends when Mari’s parents divorce, forcing her to move away. With Mari gone,
the girls’ tight-knit bond unravels. Fifteen years later, Mari’s got the big house and
handsome husband, but her life is in shambles. Erica’s boyfriend just dumped her, and her
new boss hates her. Selena can’t seem to find her place in the world—not Mexican
enough for her family, not white enough for her colleagues. And Gracie is a Catholic
school teacher with an all-consuming crush, but she can’t trust herself when it comes to
romance. As rocky as the cousins’ lives have become, nothing can prepare them for the
heartbreaking loss of a loved one. When tragedy reunites them, will they remember their
abuelita’s lessons about family and forgiveness—or are fifteen years of separation too
much to overcome?
Chavez Macias, Annette
Annette Chavez Macias writes stories about love, family, and following your dreams. She is proud
of her Mexican American heritage, culture, and traditions, all of which can be found within the
pages of her books. For readers wanting even more love stories and guaranteed happily ever
afters, Annette also writes romance novels under the pen name Sabrina Sol. A Southern California
native, Annette lives just outside Los Angeles with her husband, three children, and four dogs.
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50 Ways to Win Back Your Lover
From Kelly Siskind comes a slow-burn romantic comedy about one man’s creative attempt
to win back his high school sweetheart after a change in fortune gives them a second chance
at love.
Growing up, I had it all—my art, close friends, a gorgeous girlfriend who owned my heart—but
then my life exploded. Turns out my father was laundering money, and my whole family got
shoved into witness protection. No notice. No chance to explain. I was ripped away from
beautiful, blue-eyed Delilah Moon, shattering both our worlds. A decade later, fate has given
us a second chance. The cartel my father worked for has been wiped out. I’ve returned to my
hometown, determined to win back the love of my life. But Delilah is engaged. Or…is she? I’m
almost positive she’s lying about her fiancé to protect her heart. Which means I need to up
my game. I’ve made a list of fifty ways to prove we’re meant to be. Except Delilah’s barely
looking at me, never mind swooning. I have a feeling my disappearance scarred her more than
she’s admitting, and no one in town will tell me what happened…

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 06, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary

Siskind, Kelly
Kelly Siskind writes romantic comedies and contemporary romance novels for daydreamers and
fantasists everywhere. She is the author of the One Wild Wish, Showmen, and Over the Top series,
among other titles. Kelly’s novels have been published internationally, and she has been featured
on the Apple Books Best Books of the Month list. Kelly lives in charming northern Ontario, where
she alternatively frolics in and suffers through the never-ending winters. When she’s not out hiking
or home devouring books, you can find her, notepad in hand, scribbling down one of the many plot
bunnies bouncing around in her head. Sign up for Kelly’s newsletter at www.kellysiskind.com and
never miss a giveaway, a free bonus scene, or the latest news on her books. And connect with her
on Twitter and Instagram (@kellysiskind) or on Facebook (@authorkellysiskind).

9781662505645
332 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Canadian Author

So It Goes
Two people with little in common but business give pleasure a shot in a charming romance
about fate and taking chances by New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Probst.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 13, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance / General
9781542038324
300 pages
8.25 x 5.50
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The truth? Lonely advertising rep Malia Evergreen is still waiting for a soul mate, marriage,
and a family. The lie? Telling every busybody she knows that she’s met someone. Now it’s a
matter of finding him. Malia needs a date for a wedding. In a pinch she strikes a bargain with
her former client, CEO Palmer Matterson—an arrogant, defiantly single, alpha billionaire
whose best quality is insincerity. The perfect fake date. Palmer has wanted Malia from the
first moment he saw her. A challenging, sexy career woman who knows what she wants. It’s
just not him. Not yet, anyway. This is Palmer’s chance to win her heart. As fate throws them
together, Malia unravels the layers of the man she thought she knew and, against the odds,
finds herself falling in love. Palmer’s falling too. If only they can convince each other what they
share…a belief in a happy ever after.

Probst, Jennifer
Jennifer Probst is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of eight series, including
The Sunshine Sisters, Stay, The Billionaire Builders, Searching For…, Marriage to a Billionaire, The
Steele Brothers, Sex on the Beach, and Twist of Fate. Like some of her characters, Probst, along
with her husband and two sons, calls New York’s Hudson Valley home.
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Buried Deception
In the pulse-racing first installment of the On the Edge series, a criminal psychologist teams
up with a former marine on a deadly wildland mission.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 20, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Suspense
9781662500558
348 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Not even their hearts can stay out of harm’s way. In the swamps of East Texas, alligators
aren’t the only danger lurking in the shadows. After a young woman is brutally attacked on a
popular hiking trail, the evidence points to the notorious Black Cat Stalker. The town of Skull
Hollow enlists Dr. Mia Frost to provide a psychological profile and assist in the investigation.
When another person goes missing, Mia partners with Easton Crew, former marine and
current CEO of a tactical tracking company. Both Mia and Easton are stubborn, strong-willed,
and independent, but neither can deny the smoldering attraction between them. As
professional lines blur, Easton starts to question Mia’s motives and worries she’s getting too
close to the investigation. The mystery begins to unravel, but so does Mia’s mental health as
the clues dredge up her own haunted past. It soon becomes evident that things aren’t as they
seem … and people aren’t always who they say they are.

McKinney, Amanda
Amanda McKinney is the author of more than twenty romantic-suspense, mystery, and action-andadventure novels. Her books have received over fifteen literary awards and nominations. She lives
in Arkansas with her handsome husband, two beautiful boys, and three obnoxious dogs and enjoys
hiking, daydreaming, and very dirty martinis (on occasion, all three at the same time).

Take It from Me
A humorous and heartwarming novel about friendship and all its little secrets by Wall Street
Journal bestselling author Jamie Beck.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 20, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Family Life /
General
9781542032391
348 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Wendy Moore hides her collection of pilfered bric-a-brac from everyone, including her
husband. He thinks she licked her kleptomania in therapy more than a decade ago. Therapy
did help, as did focusing her attention on motherhood. But now Wendy’s gardening and
furniture-refinishing hobbies fill up only so much of the day, leaving the recent empty nester
lonely and anxious—a combination likely to trigger her little problem. She needs a project,
fast. Luckily, Harper Ross—a single, childless younger woman in desperate need of
highlights—just moved in next door. The only thing Harper wants to change is the writer’s
block toppling her confidence and career. Then a muse comes knocking. Sensing fodder for a
new antagonist, Harper plays along with Wendy’s “helpful” advice while keeping her career a
secret so Wendy keeps talking. Sure, she’s torn about profiting off her neighbor’s goodwill—
especially when Wendy’s matchmaking actually pans out—but Harper’s novel is practically
writing itself. Just as a real friendship begins to cement, their deceptions come to light,
threatening Wendy’s and Harper’s futures and forcing them to reconcile who they are with
who they want to be. Easier said than done.

Beck, Jamie
Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestselling author Jamie Beck’s realistic and heartwarming
stories have sold more than three million copies. She is a two-time Booksellers’ Best Award finalist
and a National Readers’ Choice Award winner. Kirkus Reviews, Publishers Weekly, and Booklist
have respectively called her work “smart,” “uplifting,” and “entertaining.” In addition to writing
novels, she enjoys hitting the slopes in Vermont and Utah and dancing around the kitchen while
cooking. Above all, she is a grateful wife and mother to a very patient, supportive family.
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Lucky Streak
From the USA Today bestselling author of Know You by Heart comes a spirited romance set
in the Heart Resort universe—a love story about fate, family, and second chances.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 27, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
9781542038355
336 pages
8.25 x 5.50

I never thought I’d see her again. What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas, right? But five years
later, my casino fling is my new next-door neighbor. A lot’s happened since we got acquainted
in that hotel room. I finished out my military career, took a job with my estranged father,
moved to the beach…the only thing that hasn’t changed is that Beatrice has always been on
my mind. I can’t let her get away again. Lucky for me, she feels the same way. Not so lucky,
though, is our families’ business rivalry—and our resorts’ competition for the same property.
As much as I want to ride off into the sunset with Beatrice on the back of my bike, we want to
make this work. And that means smoothing things out between our families. If we thought
finding each other after our night in Vegas was a long shot, this feud is about to give
impossible a whole new meaning.

Marcelo, Tif
Tif Marcelo is a veteran US Army nurse and holds a BS in nursing and a master’s in public
administration. She believes in and writes about the strength of families, the endurance of
friendship, and the beauty of heartfelt romance—and she’s inspired daily by her own military hero
husband and four children. She hosts the Stories to Love podcast, and she is also the USA Today
bestselling author of In a Book Club Far Away, Once Upon a Sunset, The Key to Happily Ever After,
and the Journey to the Heart series.

Beautiful Graves
From USA Today bestselling author L.J. Shen comes a passion- and angst-charged story
about a woman caught between a secure relationship and a once-in-a-lifetime spark with
her muse.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 04, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
9781542036337
382 pages
8.25 x 5.50
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They say first loves are oftentimes the end of one’s innocence. Those words couldn’t ring
truer for Everlynne Lawson, whose first brush with romance came with a heartbreak … and
the thing that seems to follow her everywhere she goes. Death. After a great tragedy,
Everlynne loses all she cares about—her dreams, her family, and her soulmate, Joe. Guiltridden, Everlynne decides to isolate herself in Salem, Massachusetts. A shell of the woman she
once was, she takes her days one at a time, careful not to allow herself the joy she believes
others in her life were robbed of. But when the mysterious, handsome Dominic storms into
her life, it becomes more difficult to stay in solitude. Dominic is different: adventurous,
joyous, with lust for life and a passion to make her his. Everlynne is on the cusp of reinventing
herself once again when the old wounds of her past are resurrected, rawer than ever. There is
nothing worse than being in love with two men. Especially when one of them hates you.

Shen, L.J.
L.J. Shen is a Wall Street Journal, USA Today, Washington Post, and number one Amazon
bestselling author of contemporary, new adult, and young adult romance. Her books have been
sold in twenty different countries, and she hopes to visit all of them. She lives in Florida with her
husband, rowdy sons, and rowdier pets and enjoys good wine, bad reality TV shows, and reading
to her heart’s content.
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Runaway Groomsman
From USA Today and Amazon Charts bestselling author Meghan Quinn comes a heartfelt
romantic comedy about new beginnings and finding the romanticized happily ever after in
the most unlikely of places.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 11, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
9781542035002
464 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Hollywood screenwriter Sawyer Walsh knows a good love story when he sees it. But when it
comes to real life romance, he’s a mess. That’s how he finds himself standing at the altar…as
his ex-girlfriend ties the knot with his very famous best friend. The pressure, the resentment,
the media coverage—it’s all too much—and before he knows exactly what he’s doing, he’s
making a run for it, leaving a shocked congregation and flashing cameras in his wake. Needing
to lie low amid the media fallout, Sawyer lands in the charming town of Canoodle, California,
where he crosses paths with Fallon Long, who runs the Canoodle Cove Cabins, a family-owned
business and Sawyer’s new short-term residence. Overwhelmed with renovations and her
long list of responsibilities, Fallon is struggling to make ends meet while attempting to bring
the cabins back to their original glory. So when Sawyer arrives, she is grateful for the income,
but immediately writes him off as just another vapid Hollywood hack, until he begins to prove
her wrong at every turn. As Fallon comes closer to saving the family business, an undeniable
bond forms between her and the handsome screenwriter. But the pressures of her family
obligations and Sawyer’s notoriety might prove to be too much for anyone to handle. Could
Canoodle be the setting for a new romance—or is true love just a Hollywood cliché?

Quinn, Meghan
USA Today bestselling author, wife, adoptive mother, peanut butter lover, and creator of romantic
comedies and contemporary romance, Meghan Quinn brings readers the perfect combination of
heart, humor, and heat in every book.

Ex Appeal
A hacker and a fixer—who just happen to be high school exes—reunite to help each other
out in this witty second-chance romance from the author of Love, Comment, Subscribe.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Romantic Comedy
9781662503962
8.25 x 5.50

Vinh Doan has a problem. Ten million of them, in fact. He’s a high-level fixer for global
conglomerates, which means big money…and big troubles. When ten million dollars go
missing from one of his accounts, he needs a top-notch hacker to find it. His first thought?
Emily MacDonald, his high school ex. While Vinh has been taking the financial world by storm,
Emily has been struggling. After her dad died, she dropped out of college and put her dreams
aside. Her job in tech support has seriously tested her sunny disposition and her finances.
Now, there’s an unexpected solution: Vinh, the guy who dumped her when she needed him
most. When Emily finally lets herself listen to Vinh’s request, she realizes that this is a
desperately needed chance to get paid…and get payback. But the more time they spend
together, the more they recognize that even though they’re not the same people they were a
decade ago, their off the charts attraction is just as strong as ever. As they give in to their
simmering chemistry, can Emily and Vinh let go of their past, figure out their futures—and
hack a second chance at love?

Yardley, Cathy
Cathy Yardley is an award-winning author of romance, chick lit, and urban fantasy.
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Princess and the Player
A masquerade ball brings together an NFL player and a penniless princess in this smart and
sexy romance from Wall Street Journal bestselling author Ilsa Madden-Mills.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 08, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
9781542038461
8.25 x 5.50

Levelheaded Francesca Lane never thought she’d miss her own wedding. But when her fiancé
betrays her, she puts on her wedding dress and ditches the altar for a masquerade ball—at an
exclusive lifestyle club. There, she meets unknown-to-her NFL star Tuck Avery, dressed as a
prince and hiding behind a mask—he’s there to celebrate his birthday. For one night,
Francesca and Tuck indulge in a wickedly incognito affair. No names. No strings. And the
masks don’t come off. Unfortunately, Francesca realizes quickly that her masked prince is the
wealthy jock who lives in the penthouse of her apartment building. His hobbies include parties
and supermodels—or so the tabloids say. Getting tangled up with a shallow jerk is the last
thing Francesca needs right now, so she vows to keep Tuck from recognizing her (not that
she’s his type anyway).But fate has a teeny-tiny trick up her sleeve … a plus sign on a
pregnancy test. Can this tormented prince accept love, or will he push his princess away
forever?

Madden-Mills, Ilsa
Wall Street Journal, New York Times, USA Today, and number one Amazon Charts bestselling
author Ilsa Madden-Mills pens angsty new adult and contemporary romances. A former high
school English teacher and librarian, she adores all things Pride and Prejudice, and of course, Mr.
Darcy is her ultimate hero. She’s addicted to frothy coffee beverages, cheesy magnets, and any
book featuring unicorns and sword-wielding females.

The Sandcastle Hurricane
Family, wounded hearts, and a Texas bed-and-breakfast are in need of repair in New York
Times bestselling author Carolyn Brown’s inviting novel about down-home comfort and
second chances.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 08, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
9781542038386
320 pages
8.25 x 5.50
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Cousins Tabby and Ellie Mae are due for a change. Running their aunt’s beachfront bed-andbreakfast in Sandcastle, Texas, is just the thing to shake things up…though their lives spin out
of control in more ways than one when a hurricane barrels into the coastline. It’s a miracle it
didn’t carry them off to Kansas. Not so lucky are the assisted-living center and a small eclectic
group of local folks who take shelter with the cousins. Two estranged sisters, rowdy as a
circus, need a referee for a battle that goes back decades. And a pair of veterans, best friends
for years, hash out bittersweet old times. There’s also handyman Alex LaSalle and his business
partner, Ricky, experts at repairing the hurricane’s damage—and at making Tabby’s and Ellie
Mae’s hearts beat a little faster. As unpredictable, crowded, and stormy as it gets, the
Sandcastle B and B is still the perfect harbor for healing past wounds, finding romance, and
making up for lost time. Add in Tabby’s homemade pecan pie, and the Texas shore feels like a
little slice of paradise.

Brown, Carolyn
Carolyn Brown is a New York Times, USA Today, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, and
Publishers Weekly bestselling author and RITA finalist with more than 125 published books. She
has written women’s fiction, historical and contemporary romance, and cowboys-and-countrymusic novels.
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Kiss Me, Catalina
Dreams come true for an untamable rising star and a mariachi idol in a rousing romance
about passion, fame, and family by USA Today bestselling author Priscilla Oliveras.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance / General
9781542034425
284 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Ambitious San Antonio singer Catalina “Cat” Capuleta gets the chance of a lifetime when she
joins superstar heartthrob and fellow mariachi Patricio Galán on his seven-week concert tour.
Demanding and arrogant, Patricio challenges Cat on every level, as an artist and as a woman.
But headstrong Cat is determined to be his match. No matter how seductive Patricio’s
baritone voice, Cat’s eyes are only on the prize: success and making her familia proud. No
woman gets under Patricio’s skin like Cat. Her talent mesmerizes. Her passion is thrilling. And
her drive, stemming from an old unhealed family wound, exposes a vulnerability he secretly
recognizes in himself. When the duo hits the road, the sparks don’t just fly—they detonate.
Stage by stage, as each reckons with the past—and with each other’s quick-fire
personalities—they bring crowds to their feet, and Cat’s long-held dreams come true. Will
their road romance go up in flames? Or could making music together kindle the most
rapturous love song of their lives?

Oliveras, Priscilla
Priscilla Oliveras is a USA Today bestselling author and 2018 RWA RITA double finalist who writes
contemporary romance with a Latinx flavor. Proud of her Puerto Rican–Mexican heritage, she
strives to bring authenticity to her novels by sharing her culture with readers.

Be Your Everything
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Catherine Bybee comes a romance
about childhood friends who marry in Vegas and embark on a wild ride to find their happily
ever after.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 15, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary

With two protective older brothers and a traditional Catholic Italian mother, it’s surprising
that Chloe D’Angelo can manage a date without someone in the family naysaying her
romantic choice. And Dante Mancuso…oh, no. Her brother’s best friend is not a dating-app
right swipe. But when they are left unsupervised on a late night in Vegas, all of that changes.
Add in a Vegas wedding chapel and a couple of “I dos” and Chloe wakes up with a ring on her
finger and a hangover. Dating Dante was always a secret desire, but marriage? The rift that
this news would cause in her family has the both of them keeping their nuptials to themselves
as they scramble to undo their Vegas mistake. Dante knew the rules: Chloe was off limits. Only
he can’t stop once his mind starts to believe she might be his forever. Just as their attraction
deepens, Chloe flees to Bali, desperate to clear her head. All Dante has to do is keep her
brothers from killing him and convince her that they are meant for each other. But first, Dante
has to find her.

9781542034883
8.25 x 5.50

Bybee, Catherine
Catherine Bybee is a New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling author of
twenty-five books that have collectively sold more than eight million copies and have been
translated into twelve languages. Raised in Washington State, Bybee moved to Southern California
in hopes of becoming a movie star. After growing bored with waiting tables, she returned to school
and became a registered nurse, spending most of her career in urban emergency rooms. She now
writes full-time and has penned the Not Quite series, the Weekday Brides series, and the Most
Likely To series. Visit her at www.catherinebybee.com.
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Ravaged
From USA Today bestselling author Naima Simone comes an electrifying romance about a
pro basketball player and a graphic novelist who can’t seem to stay in the friend zone.
Miriam: It’s no coincidence that my family’s breakup service is called BURNED Inc. I know
what it’s like to be dumped. I’ve been there. Long story short, I’ve got a rule when it comes to
my love life: no athletes. As it happens, my best friend, Jordan, is a professional basketball
player. He also has a delicious body and sexy tattoos. But rules are rules.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 15, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
9781542030687
pages
8.25 x 5.50

Jordan: Miriam is my best friend. She’s also the love of my life, the woman I’ve been dreaming
about since we met. But she doesn’t do athletes. I get it. I really do. And I just want Miriam to
be happy. Which is why I set her up with a teammate to help her find the man she deserves—
even though I can tell she’s into me from that one hot-as-hell night we shared months ago.
Still, rules are rules. But here’s the thing: I’m a competitor. And sometimes you have to break
the rules to win.

Simone, Naima
Published since 2009, USA Today bestselling author Naima Simone loves writing sizzling romances
with heart, a touch of humor, and snark. Her books have been featured in the Washington Post
and Entertainment Weekly and have been described as balancing “crackling, electric love scenes
with exquisitely rendered characters caught in emotional turmoil.”She is wife to Superman—or his
non-Kryptonian, less bulletproof equivalent—and mother to the most awesome kids ever. They all
live in perfect, sometimes domestically challenged bliss in the southern United States.

Rich in Your Love
From USA Today bestselling author Pippa Grant comes a sweet, lighthearted romantic
comedy about one social media influencer’s dream of going off the grid and the IRL love she
finds along the way.

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Dec 13, 2022
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
9781542037679
pages
8.25 x 5.50
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My grandmother’s come-to-Jesus moment couldn’t have happened at a worse time. Not to be
blasé, but I can’t make something of myself with a frozen trust fund. I can’t make waves,
either, not when I’m living a double life as a sugar-free social media influencer and also the
secret proprietor of a cacao farm and wannabe chocolatier. If I want to change my life, I’ll
have to start with a year of grandmother-approved charity work in Tickled Pink, Wisconsin. I
find my own project in reformed bad boy Dylan Wright. He has secrets too, like how he’s stuck
on his married best friend. Kick-starting his dating life is as easy as making him famous by
association with me.
Not so easy is the fact that we’re falling for each other. He belongs in Tickled Pink, and I
belong on my farm in Costa Rica. We might share our secrets with each other, but can we
really share our lives too?

Grant, Pippa
Pippa Grant is a USA Today bestselling author who writes romantic comedies that will make tears run
down your leg. When she’s not reading, writing, or sleeping, she’s being crowned employee of the
month as a stay-at-home mom and housewife trying to prepare her adorable demon spawn to be
productive members of society, all the while fantasizing about long walks on the beach with hot
chocolate chip cookies.
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Midnight Duet
From The Astronaut and the Star author Jen Comfort comes a wildly electric romance about
two musicians who collide on the stage of a Nevada opera house.
Self-professed diva Erika Greene has it all: a starring role on Broadway, legions of fans,
spectacular natural talent. But after an accident on stage leaves her face scarred and her
career in shambles, Erika retreats to Paris, Nevada, where she’s inherited a ramshackle opera
house in desperate need of some TLC. Erika pours her savings into the building, but it’s not
enough to stave off casino developer Raoul Decomte’s avaricious gaze. With foreclosure
imminent, she leases the space to some unexpected tenants: a German hair metal band,
fronted by glam rock god Christof Daae. Erika is tempted by Christof’s low-slung leather
pants—and even more so by his ambitious drive to make Nacht Musik international
superstars—but he’s off-limits. The rest of his band thinks he’s still dating their beloved
keyboardist, who is conveniently not present on this jaunt to the American Southwest. When
Erika finds out Christof’s been unceremoniously dumped and is trying to keep it under wraps,
she makes a deal to keep his secret…for a price, of course. Christof is desperate to hold the
rest of the band together after his keyboardist’s departure, but he can’t maintain the charade
forever. Nor can he resist the opera house’s mysterious proprietor, who tempts him with
midnight singing lessons. It isn’t long before sensuous nighttime interludes turn into
smoldering backstage encounters. But can their newly ignited passion survive the searing light
of day? Or will their beautiful duet turn into a brokenhearted power ballad for one?

$17.95 CAD Paperback
Jan 10, 2023
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Romantic Comedy
9781542038515
348 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Comfort, Jen
Jen Comfort is originally from Portland, Oregon, and dabbled in astrophysics before spending a decade
working in restaurants in New York City and Portland. Now she writes romantic comedies about hot
nerds with very cool jobs.

Lie to Her
Lies from the heart lead to a dangerously intimate case for Sheriff Bree Taggert in #1
Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author Melinda Leigh’s novel of revenge
and fatal deceptions.
When a digital marketer is found murdered in his backyard—hands bound and face
smothered by plastic wrap—Sheriff Bree Taggert and criminal investigator Matt Flynn respond
to the call. Their investigation focuses on the man’s dating-app profile and the word liar
carved into his forehead. One day later, the killer strikes again. Both victims are players in the
internet dating scene. In their wake, they leave a trail of hurt—and angry—women. But Bree
and Matt aren’t convinced the motive is as simple as it appears. Everyone they interview
seems to be lying or hiding something. As the list of suspects grows, the killer’s rage escalates,
and he leaves a personal and deadly warning for Bree. They must act fast. Because someone
Bree loves is targeted as the next to die.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Jan 17, 2023
Montlake Romance
FICTION / Thrillers / Suspense

Leigh, Melinda

9781542030649
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available 9781542030663:
Hardback
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Melinda Leigh is a #1 Amazon Charts and #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author. She’s garnered
numerous writing awards, including two RITA nominations; holds a second-degree black belt in
Kenpo karate and has taught women’s self-defense; and lives in a messy house with her family and
a small herd of rescue pets.
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The Second Time We Met
With another chance at love, what could possibly go wrong?

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Romance /
Romantic Comedy
9781542038867
348 pages
8.25x 5.50

Recovering from heartbreak, unlucky-in-love events manager Cara has vowed to avoid
relationships. That is until fate throws her into the path of handsome and kind Henry, who is
worlds apart from the men she’s dated before. Unfortunately, this encounter is short-lived
when Cara misses her coach home—and with it, any chance of seeing him again. But fate is
not finished with the mismatched couple. When Cara quite literally bumps into Henry a
second time at a work event, the run-in leaves them with feelings instead of bruises, and they
can’t wait another day before seeing each other again. Yet it soon becomes clear how deeply
different their worlds are: Cara’s drama-filled African and Caribbean family couldn’t be further
from Henry’s family of wealthy lords and ladies. With interfering relatives, problem friends,
and an inconvenient ex-boyfriend attempting a comeback, everything seems stacked against
the two new lovebirds. This is no straightforward love story—Cara and Henry will have to get
creative with romance if they stand any chance of beating the odds to win their happy ever
after. The Second Time We Met is a hilarious and heartwarming romance, perfect for anyone
who believes in second chances.

Mensah Williams, Frances
Frances Mensah Williams CBE spent her early childhood between the USA, Austria, and Ghana
before settling in the UK. An avid scribbler, an entrepreneur, Consultant, Executive Coach, and
TEDx speaker, Frances has authored both fiction and non-fiction careers books and is the publisher
of careers portal www.ReConnectAfrica.com.

Where the Sky Begins
A woman’s future is determined by fate and choice in a gripping WWII novel about danger,
triumph, and second chances by the New York Times bestselling author of The Venice
Sketchbook and The Tuscan Child.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 02, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Historical /
General
9781542028844
400 pages
8.25x 5.50
Also Available
9781542028868: Hardback
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London, 1940. Bombs fall and Josie Banks’s world crumbles around her. Her overbearing
husband, Stan, is unreachable, called to service. Her home, a ruin of rubble and ash. Josie’s
beloved tearoom boss has been killed, and Josie herself is injured, with nothing left and
nowhere to go. Evacuated to the English countryside, Josie ends up at the estate of the
aristocratic Miss Harcourt, a reluctant host to the survivors of the Blitz. Awed as she is by the
magnificent landscape, Josie sees opportunity. Josie convinces Miss Harcourt to let her open a
humble tea shop, seeing it as a chance for everyone to begin again. When Josie meets Mike
Johnson, a handsome Canadian pilot stationed at a neighboring bomber base, a growing
intimacy brings her an inner peace she’s never felt before. Then Stan returns from the war.
Now a threat looms larger than anyone imagined. And a dangerous secret is about to upend
Josie’s life again. Her newfound courage will be put to the test if she is to emerge, like a
survivor, triumphant.

Bowen, Rhys
Rhys Bowen is the New York Times bestselling author of more than forty novels. Bowen’s work has
won twenty honors to date, including multiple Agatha, Anthony, and Macavity Awards. Her books
have been translated into many languages, and she has fans around the world, including an online
following of over two hundred thousand fans worldwide.
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Scattered Seed
Three sisters navigate the horrors of the Middle Passage in a powerful historical novel about
family, honor, and the will to live, by the author of The Daughter of Union County.

$19.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 02, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Historical /
General
9781542031097
316 pages
8.25x 5.50

Timbuktu, western Africa, 1706. Folashade, the fourteen-year-old daughter of a professor of
linguistics, is sent south with her older sisters, Bibi and Adaeze, to endure the painful
ceremony that a girl on the cusp of womanhood is expected to. In Djenné, on the banks of the
Niger, the sisters’ fate and that of their fellow Bambara are changed forever when they’re
kidnapped, marched toward grueling indignities on Gorée Island, and eventually hauled
aboard an English slaver bound for the Americas. Before they are inevitably separated,
Folashade, Bibi, and Adaeze plot to keep their memories alive. Drawing from her ancestry,
Francine Thomas Howard gives an authentic voice to the horrors of the Middle Passage—and
an empowered one to a girl who is determined to survive, to honor her father and Timbuktu,
and to ensure that her and her sisters’ names will never be forgotten.

Howard, Francine Thomas
Francine Thomas Howard is the author of The Daughter of Union County, Page from a Tennessee
Journal, and Paris Noire. A descendant of an enslaved African, Howard writes stories that explore
the multicultural legacy of African-descended people throughout the diaspora and reflect her own
African, European, and Native American heritage.

Also Available
9781542032797: Hardback

Where Wild Peaches Grow
In a deeply emotional novel of family, cultural heritage, and forgiveness, estranged sisters
wrestle with the choices they’ve made and confront circumstances beyond their control.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 30, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / African American /
General
9781542031219
302 pages
8.25x 5.50
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Nona “Peaches” Davenport, abandoned by the man she loved and betrayed by family, left her
Natchez, Mississippi, home fifteen years ago and never looked back. She’s forged a promising
future in Chicago as a professor of African American Studies. Nona even finds her once-closed
heart persuaded by a new love. But that’s all shaken when her father’s death forces her to
return to everything she’s tried to forget. Julia Curtis hasn’t forgiven her sister for deserting
the family. Just like their mother, Nona walked away from Julia when she needed her most.
And Julia doesn’t feel guilty for turning to Nona’s old flame, Marcus, for comfort. He helped
Julia build a new life. She has a child, a career, and a determination to move on from old
family wounds. Upon Nona’s return to Natchez, a cautious reunion unfolds, and everything
Nona and Julia thought they knew—about themselves, each other, and those they loved—will
be tested. Unpacking the truth about why Nona left may finally heal their frayed bond—or
tear it apart again, forever.

Bentley, Cade
Cade Bentley is a novelist and editor who is also published as Wall Street Journal and USA Today
bestselling author Abby L. Vandiver, as well as Abby Colette. When she isn’t writing, Cade enjoys
spending time with her grandchildren. She resides in South Euclid, Ohio. For more information visit
www.authorabby.com.
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The Secret of Elephants
Navsari, India.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Family Life /
General
9781542038201
318 pages
8.25x 5.50

Penniless and trapped in a loveless marriage, Nirmala spends her days anxiously caring for her
sick young son, Varun. Looming over Nirmala’s impoverished home is an imposing mansion
built by her grandfather, and from its balcony her cruel aunt scorns them, refusing to help in
any way. But when a mysterious letter addressed to her long-dead father arrives from
Zimbabwe, it opens a door to a past Nirmala never knew existed and a future she never
imagined possible. If the contents of the letter can be believed, not only does she have family
in Africa, but they might also hold the answers to a family mystery that spans three
generations. While travelling to Zimbabwe might lead to a brighter future for Nirmala and her
son, it could also reignite the bitter family feud that condemned her family to poverty.
Nirmala is ready to risk it all to uncover the truth, but how will she cope when this journey
changes her life forever?

Tailor, Vasundra
Vasundra Tailor was born in India and raised in Zimbabwe when it was called Rhodesia. She is a
qualified pharmacist who completed her Masters in Pharmaceutical Microbiology at the University
of Strathclyde. Based in London, she began her debut novel after obsessing about families
currently living in a property in India which once belonged to her father. Curious about human
relationships, she loves to meet people from diverse backgrounds and see how they connect with
those around them. Her novel extract won the second runner-up prize for the Mo Siewcharran
Fiction Competition in November 2019.

A Harvest of Secrets
From the bestselling author of From These Broken Streets comes a sweeping novel of love,
resistance, and courage set against the backdrop of WWII Italy.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Historical /
General
9781542034388
272 pages
8.25x 5.50
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Italy, 1943. The seeds of terror planted by Hitler have brought Allied forces to Italian soil.
Young lovers separated by war—one near a Tuscan hill town, the other a soldier on the
Sicilian front—will meet any challenge to reunite. Vittoria SanAntonio, the daughter of a
prosperous vineyard owner, is caught in a web of family secrets. Defying her domineering
father, she has fallen for humble vineyard keeper Carlo Conte. When Carlo is conscripted into
Mussolini’s army, it sets a fire in Vittoria, and she joins the resistance. As the Nazi war
machine encroaches, Vittoria is drawn into dangers as unknowable as those faced by the man
she loves. Badly wounded on the first day of the invasion, Carlo regains consciousness on a
farm in Sicily. Nursed back to health by a kind family there, he embarks on an arduous journey
north through his ravaged homeland. For Carlo and Vittoria, as wartime threats mount and
their paths diverge, what lies ahead will test their courage as never before.

Merullo, Roland
Roland Merullo is the bestselling author of twenty-five works of fiction and nonfiction. A former
Peace Corps volunteer, he has also made his living as a carpenter, college professor, and cabdriver.
Roland writes a weekly essay series called On the Plus Side and lives in the hills of western
Massachusetts with his family. For more information, visit www.rolandmerullo.com.
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$20.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Women
8.25x 5.50
The Recipe for Hope
9781662503726
204 pages
Light Through the Vines
9781662503733
220 pages
The Season of Dreams
9781662503757
206 pages

Escape to France Collection (Books 1-3)
The Recipe for Hope
In this charming novel from the bestselling author of The
Dressmaker’s Gift, food was once the language of Evie’s soul.
Now, can she remember the recipe for happiness?
Evie’s running away: from her soon-to-be ex-husband’s shiny new
life, from the devastating loss of her baby last year, from a
memory-filled London and, most particularly, from Christmas. A
remote cottage in the South of France seems like the perfect
peaceful place to soothe her sorrows.

Light Through the Vines
In this tale of fresh starts in the Escape to France collection from
bestselling author Fiona Valpy, Gina has lost everything. Can a
crumbling old cottage offer her a new life, new love – and new
hope?
Gina’s London life lies in tatters: she has lost her father, her
steady job as a wine buyer and her suave but unfaithful boyfriend.
When she also suffers the loss of her beloved aunt, a silver lining
dawns in the shape of an unexpected legacy: Aunt Liz has left Gina
her beautiful, if slightly ramshackle, house in the heart of
Bordeaux wine country. With nothing left to lose, Gina takes a
chance on a fresh start.

The Season of Dreams
In this romantic tale in the Escape to France collection from
bestselling author Fiona Valpy, Sara has one summer to make
wedding wishes come true. But can she save her own happy ever
after?
Once upon a time, in an ancient château nestled above a golden
river among the vineyards of Bordeaux, Sara and Gavin opened a
wedding venue where fairy tales come true . . . But when Sara
discovers Gavin in the arms of a wedding guest, their own happiness crumbles to dust. Faced
with five beaming couples yet to say ‘I do’, she realises it’s up to her to host the rest of their
first make-or-break season alone.

Valpy, Fiona
Fiona is an acclaimed number one bestselling author whose books have sold over a million copies
and been translated into more than twenty languages worldwide. She draws inspiration from the
stories of strong women, especially during the years of World War Two, and her meticulous
historical research enriches her writing with an evocative sense of time and place.For more
information, to sign up for updates or to get in touch, please visit www.fionavalpy.com.
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A Bend of Light
A quiet coastal village in post–World War II America is shaken when the secrets of the past
and present collide in a riveting novel by the bestselling author of Under a Gilded Moon.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 06, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Historical /
General
9781542037891
400 pages
8.25x 5.50
Also Available
9781542037907: Hardback

Five years after the war, Amie Stilwell, a photo interpreter for an Allied unit in England,
returns to her hometown in Maine. Jobless and discouraged but stubbornly resourceful, she’s
starting over in the same coastal village where her life once went so wrong. Waiting for her is
Shibby Travis, the surrogate mother with whom Amie never lost touch. But the unexpected
also awaits…A silent, abandoned boy is found with a note from a stranger pleading that he be
watched over. Amie and Shibby take him in, but the mysteries multiply when a Boston
socialite is found dead in a nearby barn and an old friend, believed to be a casualty of war,
suddenly reappears. Trained to see what others cannot, to scan for clues, and to expose
enemies, Amie uses her skills to protect a child, solve a crime, and find the motive behind a
veteran’s masquerade. But through the hazy filter of a town’s secrets, Amie must also
confront her own painful past.

Jordan-Lake, Joy
Joy Jordan-Lake is the #1 Amazon bestselling author of nine books. Raised in the foothills of the
southern Appalachians, she lived nearly a decade of her young adult years in New England, which
she still misses—and jumps at every chance to visit. She holds two master’s degrees and a PhD in
English and has taught literature and writing at several universities. Now living outside Nashville,
she and her husband are startled to find the kids in college and launching careers, with only the
ferocious ten-pound rescue pup still living at home full-time. Joy loves to connect with readers.

Happyish
It was supposed to be a good day.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 20, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Family Life /
General
9781542032674
256 pages
8.25x 5.50
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On the one-year anniversary of her divorce, Alex Martinez is getting closure—and margaritas
with her two best friends. But just before the celebratory meetup, Alex is clobbered by life
once again. Damping the cheer is the diagnosis of a brain tumor she can’t pronounce, a
procedure she’d rather postpone, and the prospect of what to say to an already heartbroken
mother. Not that Alex plans to tell her anything anytime soon. Going from blissful to
blindsided in one afternoon, Alex has other plans: to be impulsive and embark on an
adventure she’ll never forget. Expected destinations: the Grand Canyon, Puerto Rico, and ziplining through Costa Rica. Unexpected companion: a hiker named David who’s found a woman
after his own heart. But no matter how enriching the journey, how long can Alex keep
running? It’s time to accept past griefs, reconnect with her mother, and find her way back to
happy. For Alex, whatever the future holds, maybe everything she really needs to face is right
where she left it.

Escudero, Jeanette
Jeanette Escudero worked as an attorney before picking up a pen at thirty years old to write
something other than legal briefs. Being published fulfilled a dream and gave her an outlet for her
imaginative, romantic side. In addition to writing and reading, Jeanette has a passion for travel and
adventure. Born in Miami, Florida, to Cuban parents, she currently lives in South Florida with her
husband and her three children, in whom she’s instilled a love of nature and an appreciation for
the planet.
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The Fire and the Ore
Three spirited wives in nineteenth-century Utah. One husband. A compelling novel of
family, sisterhood, and survival by the Washington Post bestselling author of One for the
Blackbird, One for the Crow.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Women
9781542037075
400 pages
8.25x 5.50
Also Available
9781662504198: Hardback

1857. Three women—once strangers—come together in unpredictable Utah Territory.
Hopeful, desperate, and willful, they’ll allow nothing on Earth or in Heaven to stand in their
way. Following the call of their newfound Mormon faith, Tamar Loader and her family
weather a brutal pilgrimage from England to Utah, where Tamar is united with her destined
husband, Thomas Ricks. Clinging to a promise for the future, she abides an unexpected
surprise: Thomas is already wedded to one woman—Tabitha, a local healer—and betrothed
to still another. Orphaned by tragedy and stranded in the Salt Lake Valley, Jane Shupe
struggles to provide for herself and her younger sister. She is no member of the Mormon
migration, yet Jane agrees to marry Thomas. Out of necessity, with no love lost, she too must
bear the trials of a sister-wife. But when the US Army’s invasion brings the rebellious Mormon
community to heel, Tamar, Jane, and Tabitha are forced to retreat into the hostile desert
wilderness with little in common but the same man—and the resolve to keep themselves and
their children alive. What they discover, as one, is redemption, a new definition of family, and
a bond stronger than matrimony that is tested like never before.

Hawker, Olivia
Olivia Hawker is the Washington Post bestselling author. Olivia resides in the San Juan Islands of
Washington State with her husband and several naughty cats.

Wherever the Wind Takes Us
When life stops making sense, it’s time to raise the anchor and follow the tide.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 18, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Family Life / Marriage
& Divorce

9781542037945
284 pages
8.25x 5.50
Also Available
9781662507427: Hardback
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Twenty-two years of marriage, and all Becca Larkin’s divorce settlement includes is a liveaboard sailboat and a huge helping of heartache. So when normally cautious Becca proposes a
girls’ trip with her daughter, Liv, boating from Maine to a ready buyer for the boat in Miami, it
seems like a recipe for a fun summer and a fresh start. After all, how hard can this sailing thing
be? Enter Grant Murphy, a stunning Irish sailing coach that Liv can barely stand—and Becca
can’t seem to resist. Grant’s too young for Becca, but he’s insightful and kind, and his passion
for sailing is contagious. Through his eyes, Becca sees for the first time in years a future she
might want to navigate toward. There are seventeen hundred miles between Maine and
Miami, but the journey Becca’s on can’t be charted on any map. And the only way to get there
is to hoist the sails and throw caution to the wind. From the bestselling author of The Overdue
Life of Amy Byler comes a sparkling novel about mothers and daughters, change and escape,
and learning to love again.

Harms, Kelly
Kelly Harms is the Washington Post, USA Today, and Amazon Charts bestselling author of seven
novels, including Audie nominee The Seven Day Switch and The Overdue Life of Amy Byler, a
Goodreads Choice Award and WFWA Star Award finalist. Her work has been translated into a
dozen languages.
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Secrets Between Friends
The old house hides her darkest secret—and there’s no running away this time…

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 25, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Thrillers /
Suspense
9781542032223
8.25x 5.50

Twenty years ago, Liz left Easthaven to escape the memory of one tragic night at Lakewell
Manor. Only she and her best friend Tamsin saw what really happened, and in the aftermath
they drifted apart. Now she’s forced back after a nasty divorce, with two daughters in tow, the
shadows of that terrible night lurking on every corner. With a custody battle looming, she’s
one wrong move away from her life falling apart completely. So when news arrives that
Tamsin, too, is returning to Easthaven, Liz fears their reunion will bring the awful truth spilling
out into the open. But when she finally meets Tamsin, now mistress of the clifftop house
whose locked gates have guarded the friends’ secret all these years, she’s in for a surprise.
Tamsin looks different, and she doesn’t remember Liz, let alone what happened that
night…Something is clearly wrong. But confronting Tamsin means reliving the nightmare Liz
has been running from for twenty years. Can she risk exposing what happened that night,
knowing that the truth will destroy everything?

Buchanan, Tracy
Tracy Buchanan is a bestselling author whose books have been published around the world. She
lives in the UK with her husband, their daughter and a very spoilt Cavalier King Charles Spaniel
called Bronte. When she isn’t spending time with her family and friends, Tracy spends her days
writing with her dog on her lap or taking walks in forests.

The Stroke of Winter
She’s restoring the old family home on the hill. And unearthing something evil.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Gothic
9781542037600
304 pages
8.25x 5.50
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In the tourist town of Wharton, on the coast of Lake Superior, Tess Bell is renovating her old
family home into a bed-and-breakfast during the icy dead of winter…As the house’s
restoration commences, a shuttered art studio is revealed. Inside are paintings Tess’s late
grandfather, beloved and celebrated artist Sebastian Bell, hid away for generations. But these
appear to be the works of a twisted mind, almost unrecognizable as paintings she and others
familiar with his art would expect. The sinister canvases raise disturbing questions for Tess,
sparking nightmares and igniting in her an obsession to unearth the truth around their origins.
What evil has been locked away for so many years? The ominous brushstrokes, scratching at
the door, and moving shadows begin to pull Tess further and further into the darkness in this
blood-chilling novel of suspense by the #1 Amazon Charts bestselling author of The Keepers of
Metsan Valo.

Webb, Wendy
Wendy Webb is the #1 Amazon Charts and Indie bestselling, multiple award–winning author of
seven novels of gothic suspense. Dubbed “Queen of the Northern Gothic” by reviewers, Wendy
sets her stories on the windswept, rocky shores of the Great Lakes. She lives in Minneapolis, where
she is at work on her next novel when she’s not walking a good dog along the parkway and lakes
near her home.
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The Vibrant Years
Living on their own terms means being there for one another.

$23.99 CAD Paperback
Dec 01, 2022
Mindy's Book Studio
FICTION / Women
9781542036221
320 pages
8.25x 5.50
Also Available
9781662509261: Hardback

When sixty-five-year-old Bindu Desai inherits a million dollars, she’s astounded—and
horrified. The windfall threatens to expose a shameful mistake from her youth. On an
impulse, Bindu quickly spends it on something unexpected: a condo in a posh retirement
community in Florida. The impulsive decision blindsides Bindu’s daughter-in-law, Aly. At fortyseven, Aly still shares a home with Bindu even after her divorce from Bindu’s son. But maybe
this change is just the push Aly needs to fight for her own dreams. As Bindu and Aly navigate
their new dynamic, Aly’s daughter, Cullie, is faced with losing the business that made her a
tech-world star. The only way to save it is to deliver a new idea to her investors—and they
want the dating app she pitched them in a panic. Problem is, Cullie has never been on a real
date. Naturally, enlisting her single mother and grandmother to help her with the research is
the answer. From USA Today bestselling author Sonali Dev comes a heartfelt novel about
three generations of hilarious, unconventional, ambitious women who embark on a shared
journey of self-discovery. Join the Desai women as they come together to embrace the hijinks
and heartbreak of facing their greatest fears to finally live their most vibrant lives.

Dev, Sonali
USA Today bestselling author Sonali Dev writes Bollywood-style stories that explore universal
issues. Her novels have been named best books of the year by Library Journal, NPR, Washington
Post, and Kirkus Reviews. She lives in Chicagoland with her husband, two visiting adult children,
and the world’s most perfect dog. Find out more at https://sonalidev.com.

Light to the Hills
A richly rewarding novel about family bonds, the power of words, and the resilience of
mothers and daughters in 1930s Appalachia.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Historical /
General
9781542039925
272 pages
8.25x 5.50
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The folks in the Kentucky Appalachians are scraping by. Coal mining and hardscrabble knowhow are a way of life for these isolated people. But when Amanda Rye, a young widowed
mother and traveling packhorse librarian, comes through a mountain community hit hard by
the nation’s economic collapse, she brings with her hope, courage, and apple pie. Along the
way, Amanda takes a shine to the MacInteer family, especially to the gentle Rai; her quickstudy daughter, Sass; and Finn, the eldest son who’s easy to warm to. They remind Amanda of
her childhood and her parents with whom she longs to be reconciled. Her connection with the
MacInteers deepens, and Amanda shares with them a dangerous secret from her past. When
that secret catches up with Amanda in the present, she, Rai, Sass, and Finn find their lives
intersecting—and threatened—in the most unexpected ways. Now they must come together
as the truth lights a path toward survival, mountain justice, forgiveness, and hope.

Blaylock, Bonnie
After changing locations frequently in a military family, Bonnie Blaylock finally put down roots in
Tennessee, where she co-owned a veterinary practice with her husband for twenty years. They live
on a small-acre farm where they raise chickens, donkeys, and bees, and they achieved a family goal
to travel to all fifty states before their children graduated.
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Over Her Dead Body
An inheritance that comes with a warning.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Family Life /
General
9781542029049
320 pages
8.25x 5.50

Ashley Brooks’s life isn’t working out as planned. After years of struggling to make it in
Hollywood, she’s still waiting for her big break. When fate leads her to the doorstep of
legendary casting director Louisa Lake George, Ashley thinks her luck is about to change: the
prickly old pro knows about a role she’s perfect for. The aspiring actress never gets to thank
her, though, because the day after the audition, Louisa is dead. The bigger shock—she left all
her money to Ashley. Louisa’s grown children arrive stunned and ready to fight. Her nephew
tries to play peacemaker, while Ashley grapples with why Louisa would leave her fortune to a
stranger—and whether she should keep it. But Ashley quickly discovers everyone, including
the dead woman, is hiding something, and it’s a race to get to the truth before someone else
winds up dead.

Walter, Susan
Susan Walter was born in Cambridge, Massachusetts. After being given every opportunity to
become a concert violinist but failing, Susan attended Harvard University. She hoped to be a
newscaster, but the local TV station had different ideas and hired her to write and produce promos
instead. Seeking sunshine and a change of scenery, she moved to Los Angeles to work in film and
television production. Upon realizing writers were having all the fun, Susan transitioned to
screenwriting, then directing. She made her directorial debut with the film All I Wish, starring
Sharon Stone, which she also wrote, and her fiction debut with the bestseller Good as Dead.

Critical But Stable
A thrilling story of wealth, power and the true cost of ‘having it all’. Because sometimes the
price of the perfect life…is death.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Women
9781662504471
8.25x 5.50
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In cosmopolitan Johannesburg, three high-flying couples form the core of the elite Khula
Society: part investment group, part social club, with meetings where the champagne flows,
the dresses are designer and the one-upmanship is off the scale. Noma, Moshidi, Lerato and
their husbands are living the dream—or so it appears from the outside. In reality, the cut and
thrust of ‘keeping up with the Khulas’ is taking its toll on all three couples. Behind the facade
of their ocean-front mansions, Italian supercars and lavishly catered receptions lies a tangle of
explosive secrets—and deadly consequences. But as long as every member toes the line, plays
the role they’re here to play, the dark truth remains crushed beneath the heels of so many
Louboutins…That is until, in her bid to have it all and more, one of these rich and powerful
women oversteps the mark—with someone else’s man. The group soon comes to learn that
you can’t have it all without paying the ultimate price…

Makholwa, Angela
Angela Makholwa was born in Johannesburg, South Africa. A qualified journalist, she cut her teeth
reporting on crime stories in the 1990s. The case of a real-life serial killer went on to inform her
debut novel, Red Ink—the first South African crime novel with an African female protagonist. Her
writing has gained her critical acclaim and several literary award nominations.
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One True Wish
Based on the life of Diahann Carroll, a mother and daughter grapple with ambition and
scandal while delving into their past trauma to find where they truly belong.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Historical /
General
9781542033664
380 pages
8.25x 5.50
Also Available
9781662508677: Hardback

In 1932, Mabel Faulk arrives in New York expecting a fresh start only to find a city grappling
with financial collapse. When she marries and gives birth to a daughter, all Mabel’s aspirations
come roaring back to life. Twenty years later, the daughter she raised, Carol Diann, is
beautiful, talented, and hungry to be noticed by Hollywood. At eighteen, the stars align, and a
star is born: Diahann Carroll. But all is not what it seems. Diahann basks in the triumph she’s
worked hard for, all the while carrying a secret that could upend her private life and acting
career. Moving among a coterie of lauded new friends—most notably Sidney Portier, Ruby
Dee, Marlon Brando, and Truman Capote—this historical novel offers a glimpse into Diahann
Carroll’s fierce, unflappable journey navigating the unpredictable terrain of love, fame,
scandal, and family, all the while breaking barriers every fearless step of the way.

Thomas, Trisha R.
Trisha R. Thomas has been featured in O, The Oprah Magazine’s Books That Made a Difference.
Her work has been featured and reviewed in Cosmopolitan, the Washington Post, Publishers
Weekly, Kirkus Reviews, Essence, and the Seattle Post-Intelligencer. She is also a reviewer for the
Los Angeles Review of Books and the author of the novels What Passes as Love and Nappily Ever
After, which was adapted into an award-winning film for Netflix. Trisha is a recipient of the Literary
Lion Award from the King County Library System Foundation, was a finalist for an NAACP Image
Award for Outstanding Literary Work, and was voted Best New Writer by the Black Writers
Collective.

Through a Darkening Glass
A mesmerizing World War II mystery about a Londoner who flees the city to write a novel
and finds a truth stranger than fiction.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 22, 2022
Lake Union Publishing

England, 1940. Literature student Ruth Gladstone evacuates Cambridge University for
Martynsborough, a tiny English village with a shadowy history. For Ruth, retreating to a
forgotten corner of the country is more than a safety maneuver; it’s an opportunity to end an
undesirable engagement and begin writing her first novel. But upon her arrival, Ruth learns of
a ghostly wraith haunting the villagers after decades of silence. Although Ruth is enthralled by
the legend, the locals are less charmed by the wraith’s return. They blame the evacuees—and
among them, Ruth—for stirring up restless spirits. Undeterred, Ruth joins forces with
Malcolm, an injured soldier, to unravel the mystery of the wraith. As Ruth and Malcolm draw
closer to the truth, they’ll unearth long-buried secrets that could threaten them both…even as
they craft a forbidden love story of their own.

FICTION / Historical / General

9781662501067
336 pages
8.25x 5.50
Canadian Author
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Maxwell, R.S.
Having earned an arts degree from York University many moons ago, R. S. Maxwell continues to
read and study voraciously across multiple subjects that include cookery, gardening, English
literature, music, art, and art history. Maxwell, who resides in Toronto, can typically be found
working on another novel.
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So Long, Chester Wheeler
Unlikely road trip companions form an unexpected bond in an uplifting novel about the
past—lost and found—by the New York Times and #1 Amazon Charts bestselling author.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Dec 06, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Women
9781542021593
304 pages
8.25x 5.50
Also Available
9781662505775: Hardback

Lewis Madigan is young, gay, out of work, and getting antsy when he’s roped into providing
end-of-life care for his insufferable homophobic neighbor, Chester Wheeler. Lewis doesn’t
need the aggravation, just the money. The only requirements: run errands, be on call, and put
up with a miserable old churl no one else in Buffalo can bear. After exchanging barbs,
bickering, baiting, and pushing buttons, Chester hits Lewis with the big ask. Lewis can’t say no
to a dying wish: drive Chester to Arizona in his rust bucket of a Winnebago to see his ex-wife
for the first time in thirty-two years—for the last time. One week, two thousand miles. To
Lewis, it becomes an illuminating journey into the life and secrets of a vulnerable man he’s
finally beginning to understand. A neighbor, a stranger, and a surprising new friend whose
closure on a conflicted past is also just beginning. So Long, Chester Wheeler is an uplifting
novel about looking deeper into the heart and soul to form bonds with the last people we’d
expect—only to discover that they’re the ones who need it most.

Hyde, Catherine Ryan
Catherine Ryan Hyde is the #1 Amazon Charts and New York Times bestselling author of over forty
published and forthcoming books. An avid traveler, equestrian, and amateur photographer, she
shares her astrophotography with readers on her website.

An Unwanted Inheritance
From million-copy bestselling author Imogen Clark comes a story of three siblings and a
suitcase full of cash. Will the unexpected windfall tear them apart?

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Dec 08, 2022
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Family Life /
General
9781542032858
8.25x 5.50
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When their father dies unexpectedly, siblings Max, Ellie and Nathan can’t even contemplate
emptying his house—not least because he spent his last decade curating what feels like a
museum to his polished public image. So it is Max’s wife, Caroline, who finds the suitcase
under a bed…A suitcase stuffed full of an awful lot of cash. The source of the money is a
mystery to them all, and each has a strong opinion about what to do with it. Ellie and her
husband James have an expensive lifestyle to maintain and could do with their share of the
windfall—James in particular, for reasons he doesn’t dare reveal. Nathan can’t be trusted with
money, as the others all know; he’s desperate to get his hands on some (or all) of the cash.
But Caroline is the one guarding the suitcase, and she’s insisting to Max that they take it to
the police. The three siblings have always been close. But now, with this money from nowhere
threatening to rewrite what they thought they knew about their father and their family,
nothing seems certain. Could it really tear them apart?

Clark, Imogen
Million-copy bestselling author Imogen Clark writes contemporary book club fiction. Her books
have reached number 1 in Kindle stores around the world and Where the Story Starts was
shortlisted for Contemporary Romantic Novel of the Year 2020.Imogen initially qualified as a
lawyer, but after leaving her legal career behind to care for her four children, she returned to her
first love—books. She lives in Yorkshire with her husband and children.
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The Direction of the Wind
A heartfelt story that spans continents and generations, about a young woman who
searches for answers about a mother she barely remembers.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Jan 17, 2023
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Women
9781542035422
8.25x 5.50
Canadian Author

Sophie Shah was six when she learned her mother Nita had died. For twenty-two years, she
shouldered the burden of that loss. But when her father passes away, Sophie discovers a
cache of hidden letters revealing a shattering truth: her mother didn’t die. She left. Nita Shah
had everything most women dreamed of in her hometown of Ahmedabad, India—a loving
husband, a doting daughter, financial security—but in her heart, she felt like she was living a
lie. Fueled by her creative ambitions, Nita moved to Paris, the artists’ capital of the world—
even though it meant leaving her family behind. But once in Paris, Nita’s decision and its
consequences would haunt her in ways she never expected. Now that Sophie knows the truth,
she’s determined to find the mother who abandoned her. Sophie jets off to Paris, even
though the impulsive trip may risk her impending arranged marriage. In the City of Light, she
chases lead after lead that help her piece together a startling portrait of her mother. Though
Sophie goes to Paris to find Nita, she may just also discover parts of herself she never knew.

Shah, Mansi
Mansi Shah lives in Los Angeles. She was born in Toronto, Canada; was raised in the midwestern
region of the US; and studied at universities in Australia, England, and America. When she’s not
writing, she’s traveling and exploring different cultures near and far, experimenting on a new
culinary creation, or working on her tennis game. She is also the author of The Taste of Ginger.

When I First Held You
Silence tore them apart. Can the truth bring them back together?

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Jan 24, 2023
Lake Union Publishing
FICTION / Women
9781662503863
8.25x 5.50
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In 1960s Glasgow, anti-nuclear activists Judith and Jimmy fall in love. But their future hopes
are dashed when their protestors’ squat is raided and many, including Jimmy, are sent to
prison. Pregnant and with no word from Jimmy, Judith is forced to enter an unmarried
mothers’ home, give up their baby and learn to live with her grief. More than half a century
later, Judith’s Mending Shop restores broken treasures, just as Judith herself has been bound
back together by her late, much-missed partner, Catherine. But her tranquillity is shattered
when Jimmy—so different and yet somehow the same—reappears, yearning to unpick the
painful past. Realising they each know only half of the other’s story, Jimmy and Judith finally
break the silence that tore apart what might have been their family. Amid heartbreak and
hope, how much can now be mended?

Harris, Anstey
Anstey Harris was born in an unmarried mothers’ home in Liverpool in 1965. Now a mother and
stepmother herself, she lives in Scotland. She has been inspired by her family history, and hopes to
give a voice to the women and children—16,000 a year during the 1960s in the UK—separated
from each other by forced adoptions. Anstey won the H. G. Wells Short Story Award in 2015 and
her debut novel, The Truths and Triumphs of Grace Atherton, a Richard and Judy Book Club choice,
won the Sapere Books RNA Popular Romantic Fiction Award in 2020.
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All the Lies They Did Not Tell
The True Story of Satanic Panic in an Italian Community
The accusations. The suspicions. The devastating impact. This is the true story of the
Devils of the Bassa Modenese—the most notorious Satanic Panic investigation in the
history of Italy.
In 1997 a six-year-old boy questioned by authorities relayed disturbing stories of abuse.
The more he talked, the more people were implicated in his shocking revelations. And he
was only the first child to come forward.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 01, 2022
AmazonCrossing
TRUE CRIME / Organized
Crime
9781542039109
256 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542039116: Hardback

Within a year, fifteen more children with similar tales were transferred out of the Bassa
region of Italy to protected locations. Their parents were accused of belonging to a
satanic sect that performed sex rituals under the aegis of beloved local priest Don Giorgio
Govoni. With each child’s confession, the network of monsters grew. Families were torn
apart. Lives were forever destroyed—and some ended—as allegations of kidnapping,
torture, sacrifice, and murder escalated beyond comprehension. But what was really
happening in the Bassa Modenese? In this gripping account of the Satanic Panic of the
1990s, investigative journalist Pablo Trincia returns to the scene of the crimes to find the
answer. And the truth he uncovers is as terrifying as the lies.
Trincia, Pablo - Pauletto, Elettra
Pablo Trincia has worked as an award-winning correspondent and writer for print media, TV, and
the web. In 2017, he and his colleague Alessia Rafanelli wrote the podcast Veleno, a highly
acclaimed investigative audio series released in eight episodes on LaRepubblica.it.

Broken Summer
A death, a lie, a secret. For twenty-six summers he didn’t have the courage to face the
past.
Lee Hanjo is an artist at the peak of his fame, envied and celebrated. Then, on his fortythird birthday, he awakens to find that his devoted wife has disappeared, leaving behind a
soon-to-be-published novel she’d secretly written about the sordid past and questionable
morality of an artist with a trajectory similar to Hanjo’s. It’s clear to him that his life is
about to shatter and the demons from his past will come out. But why did his wife do it?
Why now?
$20.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 01, 2022
AmazonCrossing
FICTION / Thrillers /
Psychological
9781662505041
256 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781662505287: Hardback
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The book forces Hanjo to reflect on a summer from his youth when a deadly lie
irreversibly and tragically determined the fates of two families. From master storyteller J.
M. Lee, one of Korea’s most renowned authors, comes an unforgettable novel of hidden
truths, denials, and their inevitable repercussions. Everyone still left standing from that
terrible summer so long ago must finally reckon with the deceptions that started it all
and, twist after shocking twist, reap both the suffering and the vindication that comes
with revenge.
Lee, JM - Jae, An Seon
An Seon Jae is an award-winning translator who was born in England in 1942. He has lived in Korea
since 1980 and took Korean nationality in 1994
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Small Deaths
A staggering debut novel of murder, loyalty, love, and survival at all costs, set in the
teeming underbelly of Calcutta’s most infamous neighborhood.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 13, 2022
AmazonCrossing
FICTION / Thrillers /
Suspense
9781542036696
319 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542036672: Hardback

In Calcutta’s notorious red-light district, Lalee aspires to a better life. Her unfailingly loyal
client Tilu Shau has dreams too. A heady romantic and marginal novelist, Tilu is in love
with the indifferent Lalee and wants to liberate her from her street life with marriage. But
when a fellow sex worker and young mother is brutally murdered, the solicitous madam
of the Blue Lotus invites Lalee to take the woman’s place “upstairs” as a high-end escort.
The offer comes with the promise of a more lucrative life but quickly spirals into violence,
corruption, and unfathomable secrets that threaten to upset the fragile stability of Lalee’s
very existence. As Tilu is drawn deeper into his rescue mission, he and Lalee embark on
life-altering journeys to escape a savage fate.
As much a page-turner as it is poignant, Small Deaths is a brilliantly drawn modern noir
that exposes the reality of society’s preyed-upon outcasts, their fierce resilience, and the
dangerous impediments that stand in the way of their dignity, love, and survival.
Das, Rijula
Rijula Das is an author and Bengali-to-English translator. Her short story “The Grave of the Heart
Eater” was long-listed for the Commonwealth Short Story Prize in 2019. Small Deaths, her first
novel, has been long-listed for the JCB Prize for Literature and short-listed for the Tata Literature
Live! First Book Award in 2021. She lives and works in Wellington, New Zealand.

An Impossible Return
Winner of the Prix Maison de la PresseAn epic love story set against a backdrop of
injustice, devastating secrets, and the painful price of independence.
It’s 1967 in the Chagos Archipelago—a group of atolls in the Indian Ocean—and life is
peaceful and easy for hardworking Marie. Her fierce independence and love for her home
are quickly apparent to Gabriel, the handsome and sophisticated Mauritian secretary to
the archipelago’s administrator; it’s love at first sight. As these two lovers from
neighboring islands welcome a new son, Joséphin, a bright future seems possible. But
Gabriel is hiding a terrible secret. The Mauritian government is negotiating independence
from Britain, and this deal with the devil will mean evacuating the Chagos, without
warning or mercy—a betrayal that will put their love to the test.
$20.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 11, 2022
AmazonCrossing
FICTION / Literary
9781542032339
364 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542035019: Hardback
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Inspired by a shocking travesty of justice, the repercussions of which still reverberate
more than fifty years later, bestselling Franco-Mauritian author Caroline Laurent paints a
shimmering portrait of island life, a sensual paradise lost, and a gorgeous star-crossed
love against all odds.
Laurent, Caroline - Zuckerman, Jeffrey
Caroline Laurent is the bestselling Franco-Mauritian author of An Impossible Return, winner of the
Prix Maison de la Presse 2020, Prix Louis-Guilloux 2020, and Prix du Salon du Livre du Mans 2020.
She also cowrote, with Evelyne Pisier, Et soudain, la liberté (And Suddenly, Freedom), which won
the Grand Prix des Lycéennes de ELLE.
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Life in Every Breath
Ester Blenda: Reporter, Adventurer, Pioneer
An award-winning biography of one of the first undercover journalists—a pioneering
Swedish woman who lived a fascinating life of adventure and forbidden love and who
changed journalism forever.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 18, 2022
AmazonCrossing
BIOGRAPHY &
AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LGBT
9781542026277
452 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542026291: Hardback

Born in 1891 in Stockholm, Ester Blenda Nordström defied stereotypes from an early age.
She wore trousers, smoked a pipe, and rode motorbikes, much to the chagrin of her
esteemed family. As a young woman, she captivated the public as Sweden’s first
investigative journalist .Ester’s real passion was uncovering the truth, which she did by
inhabiting the lives of others. Under an assumed identity, she toiled as a Swedish
milkmaid on a farm, lived for six months with the Indigenous Scandinavian Sami people,
and journeyed to America alongside poor emigrants aspiring to a better life. She saved
villages from starvation during the Finnish Civil War and joined an expedition to study
volcanoes in Siberia. Her groundbreaking reports were received by a spellbound audience
and would change journalism forever. But just as Ester’s star was rising, her forbidden
love affair with a woman ended in heartbreak, nearly destroying her. Her spectacular
adventures and untamed heart concealed an inner turmoil that threatened to silence her
powerful voice, but Ester’s life and spirit were ultimately irrepressible.
Bremmer, Fatima - Onwuneme, Gloria Nneoma
Fatima Bremmer is a Swedish journalist and author. In 2017, Life in Every Breath was awarded the
August Prize. Gloria Nneoma Onwuneme is Nigerian born and was raised in Scandinavia. She is a
translator of Swedish, Danish, and German; and a United Kingdom–trained medical doctor.

The Fires
A volcanologist discovers herself in the face of nature’s fury in this heartrending thriller.
Anna Arnardóttir has fire in her blood. A second-generation volcanologist, she’s Iceland’s
leading expert on the fire-breathing giants that could, without warning, reduce a country
to ash.

$34.95 CAD Hardback
Jan 03, 2023
AmazonCrossing
FICTION / Disaster
9781662500145
336 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781662500152: Paperback
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Her work regularly puts her in harm’s way, but Anna never takes unnecessary risks, living
an orderly, suburban life with her tax-lawyer husband and children. Then a series of
earthquakes rocks Reykjavík, and Anna’s stable life is suddenly on shaky ground when she
falls for Tómas Adler, a bohemian photographer. As Anna tumbles into a passionate affair,
the earthquakes take a violent turn. Small volcanic eruptions herald disaster to come, but
will she trust what she knows in her heart is about to happen? Or listen to her head and
risk the safety of the entire nation? Having so much of her world and what she knows
about herself upended, can she trust her instincts?
Hagalín Björnsdóttir, Sigríður - Kyzer, Larissa
Icelandic author Sigríður Hagalín Björnsdóttir’s bestselling debut, Island was nominated for the
Icelandic Women’s Literature Prize in 2017. Sigríður works as a journalist and television news
anchor at the Icelandic National Broadcasting Service. Larissa Kyzer is a writer and translator of
Icelandic literature.
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Embers on the Wind
A Novel
The past and the present converge in this enthralling, serpentine tale of women
connected by motherhood, slavery’s legacy, and histories that span centuries.
In 1850 in Massachusetts, Whittaker House stood as a stop on the Underground Railroad.
It’s where two freedom seekers, Little Annie and Clementine, hid and perished. Whittaker
House still stands, and Little Annie and Clementine still linger, their dreams of freedom
unfulfilled.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 01, 2022
Little A
FICTION / Thrillers /
Supernatural
9781542036887
240 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Ctn Qty: 32
Also Available
9781542036863: Hardback

Now a fashionably distressed vacation rental in the Berkshires, Whittaker House draws
seekers of another kind: Black women who only appear to be free. Among them are
Dominique, a single mother following her grand-mère’s stories to Whittaker House in
search of an ancestor; Michelle, Dominique’s lover, who has journeyed to the Berkshire
Mountains to heal her own traumas; and Kaye, Michelle’s sister, a seer whose visions
reveal the past and future secrets of the former safehouse—along with her own. For each
of them, true liberation can come only from uncovering their connection to history—and
to the spirits awaiting peace and redemption within the walls of Whittaker House.
Williamson Rosenberg, Lisa
Lisa Williamson Rosenberg is a writer, former ballet dancer, and psychotherapist specializing in
depression, complex trauma, and racial identity. Her fiction has been published in the Piltdown
Review and in Literary Mama, where Lisa received a Pushcart nomination. A born-and-raised New
Yorker, Lisa now lives in Montclair, New Jersey.

A Woman in Time
A woman challenges the constraints of life in Prohibition-era Appalachia in this
sweeping and richly rewarding novel about endurance, survival, and redemption.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 30, 2022
Little A
FICTION / Historical /
General
9781542031806
334 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542031813: Hardback
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The McKenzie women, empowered with a formidable history rooted in the foothills of
Appalachia, have passed down their folk-healing wisdom through generations. Rosalee,
the last living headstrong daughter in Granny McKenzie’s line, soaked up everything she
could about the secrets of the forest before a series of tragedies left her alone, without
the protection of the women who came before her. The close-knit ties of Rosalee’s
childhood are long gone. Now, at her eastern Kentucky farm, she bears a marriage with a
volatile bootlegger. She struggles with the demands of motherhood. And her
independence is relegated to its “proper place”: under the thumb of men. Her optimism
dimming, Rosalee finds solace in the Kentucky woods, a space that holds secret powers of
protection from a life Rosalee can no longer control. To the graves of her female
ancestors, beside the waters of an enchanting spring, Rosalee returns time and again to
consider her future—and discovers a mysterious connection to her past. As Rosalee
wrestles with her isolation, with being a wife in an increasingly dangerous marriage, and
with being a woman of her time, she must draw on her strength and resilience to
survive—and to protect—on her own terms.
Conn, Bobi
Bobi Conn is the author of the memoir In the Shadow of the Valley. Born in Morehead, Kentucky,
and raised in a nearby holler, Bobi developed a deep connection with her Appalachian roots.
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Token Black Girl
A Memoir
Racial identity, pop culture, and delusions of perfection collide in an eye-opening and
refreshingly frank memoir by fashion and beauty insider Danielle Prescod.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 01, 2022
Little A
BIOGRAPHY &
AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Personal
Memoirs
9781542035156
256 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542035163: Hardback

Danielle Prescod grew up Black in an elite and overwhelmingly white community, her
identity made more invisible by the whitewashed movies, television, magazines, and
books she and her classmates voraciously consumed. Danielle took her cue from the
world around her and aspired to shrink her identity into that box, setting increasingly
poisonous goals. Those goals led her to relentlessly pursue a career in beauty and
fashion—the eye of the racist and sexist beauty standard storm. Assimilating was hard,
but she was practiced. So what if she had to endure executives’ questions like “What was
it like to drive to school from the ghetto?” Or coworkers’ eager curiosity to know if her
parents were on welfare. But after decades of burying her emotions, resentment, and
true self, Danielle turned a critical eye inward and confronted the factors that motivated
her self-destructive behaviors. Sharp witted and bracingly candid, Token Black Girl
unpacks the adverse effects of insidious white supremacy in the media—both
unconscious and strategic—to tell a personal story about recovery from damaging
concepts of perfection, celebrating identity, and demolishing social conditioning.
Prescod, Danielle
Danielle Prescod is a fifteen-year veteran of the beauty and fashion industry and graduate of NYU’s
Gallatin School of Individualized Study. A lifelong fashion obsessive, she was most recently the
style director of BET.com.

The Goddess Effect
All she wants is to be her best self. Is she ready? Absolutely. Does she know what to
expect? Absolutely not.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 01, 2022
Little A
FICTION / Women
9781542039574
288 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Ctn Qty:
Also Available
9781542039550: Hardback
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Anita is over her life in New York: her dead-end job, tiny studio apartment, self-obsessed
friends, and overbearing mom. So she moves west to Los Angeles in search of a new
career, enlightenment, and that nebulous target…wellness. She discovers an elite
workout class called The Goddess Effect, run by a lifestyle guru named Venus who’s the
very definition of #goals. One look at her Lululemon-clad acolytes sweating out their
demons while dripping with confidence and Anita’s all in. When one of the class regulars
takes Anita under her wing, Anita’s sure she’s found her people. But Anita’s not so
smitten that she doesn’t wonder about a few things: an inexplicable invitation to a
Goddess Effect retreat, a strange tradition of secret sharing, and whispers about
“enhancements” that only Venus can provide. Anita is awakening to a terrifying epiphany:
The Goddess Effect isn’t quite what it seems, and it may turn her world—and that of
everyone around her—upside down.
Marikar, Sheila Yasmin
Sheila Yasmin Marikar’s work has been published in the New Yorker, the New York Times, the
Economist, Vogue, and many other publications. Her New York Times Magazine profile of the chef
Gaggan Anand was selected for the 2021 edition of Best American Food Writing. Sheila began her
career at ABC News. A native of New Jersey, she is a graduate of Cornell University, where she
studied history. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband.
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Pesos
The Rise and Fall of a Border Family
A true multigenerational story of how one family had and lost it all along the USMexican border.
Pietro La Greca Sr. was an intimidating Napolitano con man dubbed “Mexico’s real-life
Don Corleone.” He ran Mexico’s biggest money-laundering scheme during the worst
economic period in the country’s history. His was a world of fast cars, mansions on the
water, and VIP treatment at Las Vegas casinos. His exploitation of Mexico’s financial free
fall made him a wealthy man. But while he was running his criminal empire, his son,
Pietro Jr., a.k.a. Picho, was learning his father’s tricks—if only to bring the man down.
$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Little A
BIOGRAPHY &
AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Personal
Memoirs
9781542033442
252 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542033466: Hardback

An epic tale of greed, high-finance scams, drug cartels, and brazen corruption by the rich
and powerful on both sides of the border, Pesos is as personal as it is lavish and
fantastical. At its heart is Pietro La Greca Jr., who reveals a decades-long family struggle
over the boundaries of loyalty, betrayal, and love, and his soul-crushing quest to free
himself from the sins of his father.
La Greca, Pietro - Paley, Rebecca
Pietro La Greca Jr. served as a senior executive in the financial software services industry for over
nineteen years. He lives in La Jolla, California.
Rebecca Paley is the #1 New York Times bestselling coauthor of multiple books and lives in
Brooklyn with her family.

The Break
Can she trust the people she loves? Can she trust herself? A new mother is pushed to
the edge in a provocative thriller by the Amazon Charts bestselling author of Open
House.
After the traumatic birth of her daughter at a New York City hospital, Rowan O’Sullivan
returns home to her apartment with her perfect newborn, Lila. At her side are her
husband, Gabe, and June, a part-time babysitter hired to help Rowan in any way she can.
But in this time of joy, Rowan can’t shake the feeling that something isn’t right. She feels
dread. She’s breaking.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Little A
FICTION / Thrillers /
Suspense
9781662503894
348 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781662503870: Hardback
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Rowan’s growing instability leads her to accuse June of unspeakable things. And when
June disappears just days later, Rowan becomes a suspect. The neighbors heard the
screaming. But only Rowan knows what really happened. If her mind can be trusted. Since
Lila’s birth, her memory has been both unreliable and frightening. To uncover what
happened to June and protect her new baby, Rowan must try to untangle the deep
recesses of her mind and face the dark things she’s so desperate to keep buried. When
she does, no one is prepared for where the truth leads.
Sise, Katie
Katie Sise is the bestselling author of Open House and We Were Mothers. Her novels have been
included on best-of lists by Good Morning America, the New York Post, E! Online, and Parade
magazine. She lives with her family outside New York City.
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The Color of Family
A tragedy upends a family’s delicate balance in an emotional novel about secrets, guilt,
friendship, race, and reconciliation by Jerry McGill, author of Bed Stuy: A Love Story.
Who wants to believe their family could ever be broken?
Devon and James Payne are brothers and rivals since childhood. But they share an affinity
for sports that brings glory to their Connecticut town and promise for the future. Then
they’re in a car accident. Devon is paralyzed for life, while James goes on to live the
dream.

$34.95 CAD Hardback
Dec 06, 2022
Little A
FICTION / General
9781542035637
pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781542035651: Paperback

For the Paynes, the tremulous repercussions of that evening never settled. Over the
course of a decade, Devon decides to visit his seven siblings now scattered across the
globe. Each has moved on, yet each struggles to cope with the traumatic event that
irrevocably connects them. Devon confronts not only his own demons and family secrets
but also the guilt and heartbreaking betrayals that followed in the wake of the tragedy.
He also discovers the power of forgiveness—and that coming to terms with the past is the
only way to live free in the present.
McGill, Jerry
Jerry McGill is a writer and artist. He is the author of Bed Stuy: A Love Story and the memoir Dear
Marcus: A Letter to the Man Who Shot Me. He lives in Portland, Oregon.

The Waltham Murders
An Unsolved Homicide, a National Tragedy, and a Search for the Truth
A crusade to find a killer becomes a gripping, intensely personal investigation into a
shocking cold case and the radicalization of a terrorist.
In September 2011, Erik Weissman and two friends were murdered in a brutal triple
homicide in Waltham, Massachusetts. The case went unsolved for months and then
years, with no discernible leads. Erik’s friend Susan Zalkind, an investigative journalist,
needed closure and knew that finding it would be up to her. As Susan began digging, and
as the Boston Marathon bombing exposed startling new leads, the case led her down a
tangled and sometimes dangerous path to the truth.
$20.95 CAD Paperback
Mar 07, 2023
Little A
TRUE CRIME / Murder /
General
9781503903708
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781503903715: Hardback
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With every person Susan interviewed came a new thread. She followed each one through
a web of conspiracy theories, widespread police corruption and extortion, connections to
organized crime, and the underground drug trade until she eventually arrived at a
decade-defining act of domestic terrorism. A true-crime memoir and the culmination of
ten years of reporting, The Waltham Murders is an in-depth probe into a dark American
underworld by a journalist coming to grips with both personal grief and the collective
anguish of a nation in her tireless pursuit of the truth.
Zalkind, Susan
Susan Zalkind is an investigative journalist based in the Boston area. Her work has appeared in
Boston magazine, the Guardian, VICE, and the Daily Beast. She has appeared on This American Life,
CNN, NBC, MSNBC, and the BBC. Susan lives in New England.
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47 North

The Union
From author and body-positive activist Leah Vernon comes a daring dystopian novel that
explores the power of friendship in a future society built on violence and division.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 20, 2022
47North
FICTION / Dystopian
9781662500350
336 pages
8.25 x 5.50

A thousand years in the future, a Black elite class reigns. The lower classes toil in the fields or
scrape by in blighted cities, serving their rulers in a cruel, divided world. Among the Elites is
eighteen-year-old Avi Jore, born to a powerful father and destined to rule. But as she comes
of age, Avi cannot help but notice the injustices in her world—the treatment of enslaved
workers, the oppression of the lower classes. Her disillusionment grows when she meets Saige
Wilde, a mixed-race enslaved girl whose only goal is escaping beyond the borders of their
brutal nation. When Saige saves Avi from an assassination attempt, their paths become
intertwined in ways they never imagined. As Saige plots her path to freedom, Avi tries to
enact change from the inside. But it’s a complicated endeavor, fraught with danger and
malice. Together, their efforts could spark a revolution—and underscore the staggering power
of friendship. (Publisher Note: This title was previously self-published as Impure. This edition
of The Union includes substantial editorial revisions.)

Vernon, Leah
Leah Vernon is an author, body-positive activist, and the first international plus-size Hijabi model.
During her double master’s program, she started a blog about being a fat Black Muslim in Detroit
experiencing everything from eating disorders to anti-Blackness. She’s been featured in ads from
Target to Old Navy and even made it to the New York Times and HuffPost. She currently resides in
New York City.

Centers of Gravity
Stranded light-years from home, Major Andrew Grayson and his crew are on a desperate
mission to discover the Lankies’ secrets. They can’t let what they’ve found die with them.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Aug 30, 2022
47North
FICTION / Science Fiction /
Military
9781542032810
332 pages
8.25 x 5.50
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Nine hundred light-years from home, Major Andrew Grayson and the crew of NACS
Washington are marooned in a sunless system with limited water, reactor fuel, and food. The
last hope for survival is to go where nothing human has gone before. After embarking on a
scouting mission to the only moon with surface signs of life, Andrew and his special tactics
team make two startling discoveries. One is a dream: a form of protein and plant life that
could save the starving humans in the rogue system. The second is a nightmare: this
harvested rock is infested with Lankies. Far from the seemingly mindless aggressors Andrew
has battled for years, these show a terrifying awareness, and they have surprising secrets of
their own hidden away in the darkness. When the Lankies sense an uninvited presence in their
world, Andrew’s operation becomes an expedition to hell. The odds against his small crew are
stacked high. Of all the mysteries of space, how to escape with their lives is the greatest
unknown of all.

Kloos, Marko
Marko Kloos is the author of two military science fiction series. Born in Germany and raised in and
around the city of Münster, Marko was previously a soldier, bookseller, freight dockworker, and
corporate IT administrator before deciding that he wasn’t cut out for anything except making stuff
up for fun and profit. A member of George R. R. Martin’s Wild Cards consortium, Marko writes
primarily science fiction and fantasy. Marko resides at Castle Frostbite in New Hampshire with his
wife, two children, and roving pack of voracious dachshunds.
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47 North

The Raven Song
Fleeing Victorian London, a witch finds her newfound independence comes with all-new
perils—both mortal and immortal.
Forever untangling the branches of her strange family tree, Edwina Blackwood is at a turning
point. Her parents’ disappearances still strike her as unaccountably odd. Her sister’s
questionable life and untimely death have left her shaken. Spellfire has transformed her home
and livelihood to ash. And now a devious stalker is on her trail. With supernatural detective
Ian Cameron by her side, Edwina can’t get out of London fast enough. Gaining safe passage,
she finds refuge with Sir Henry Elvanfoot, famed wizard of the north, and is promised
protection from ill-aimed curses. But in this unfamiliar city of fair folk and witches, where the
veil between Earth and the Otherworld is about to be lifted, something is amiss. How else to
explain Edwina’s sudden prophetic visions? Or the fear that surviving whoever pursues her
will require the powers of an ancient bloodline she’s only beginning to
comprehend?Whatever destiny awaits, it’s Edwina’s to finally control. Where will it lead? Only
time, cunning, and magic—in this world or the Other—will tell.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Oct 11, 2022
47North
FICTION / Fantasy / Gaslamp
9781662505782
270 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Smith, Luanne G.
Luanne G. Smith is the Amazon Charts and Washington Post bestselling author. She lives in
Colorado at the base of the beautiful Rocky Mountains, where she enjoys hiking, gardening, and a
glass of wine at the end of the day. For more information, visit www.luannegsmith.com.

Keeper of Enchanted Rooms
A house of haunted history and ill temper. Make yourself at home in this beguiling novel of
love, magic, and danger by Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author Charlie
N. Holmberg.
Rhode Island, 1846. Estranged from his family, writer Merritt Fernsby is surprised when he
inherits a remote estate in the Narragansett Bay. Though the property has been uninhabited
for more than a century, Merritt is ready to call it home—until he realizes he has no choice.
With its doors slamming shut and locking behind him, Whimbrel House is not about to let
Merritt leave. Ever.
$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
47North
FICTION / Fantasy / Historical
9781662500343
348 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Hulda Larkin of the Boston Institute for the Keeping of Enchanted Rooms has been trained in
taming such structures in order to preserve their historical and magical significance. She
understands the dangers of bespelled homes given to tantrums. She advises that it’s in
Merritt’s best interest to make Whimbrel House their ally. To do that, she’ll need to move in,
too. Prepared as she is with augury, a set of magic tools, and a new staff trained in the
uncanny, Hulda’s work still proves unexpectedly difficult. She and Merritt grow closer as the
investigation progresses, but the house’s secrets run deeper than they anticipated. And the
sentient walls aren’t their only concern—something outside is coming for the enchantments
of Whimbrel House, and it could be more dangerous than what rattles within.

Holmberg, Charlie N.
Charlie N. Holmberg is a Wall Street Journal and Amazon Charts bestselling author. She is
published in more than 20 languages, and won the 2020 Whitney Award for Novel of the Year:
Adult Fiction. She currently lives with her family in Utah.
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External Forces
A mage for the British royals matches wits with a power-mad old foe in a beguiling novel of
enchantments and daring by Shannon Fay, author of Innate Magic.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Nov 08, 2022
47North
FICTION / Fantasy / Historical

London, 1958. By crafting magical outfits for his friend, Princess Katherine, cloth mage Paul
Gallagher is getting ahead. It’s not a seamless path. Not since the Virtuis Party came to power.
The far-right faction is using criminals to create a protective barrier around England. The
enchanted uniforms the prisoners wear may beget a demand for mages, but using luckless
convicts as tools for warmongering reactionaries isn’t Paul’s dream for cloth magic. His road
to success takes an even darker turn when the unexpected death of a member of the royal
family plunges the country into chaos. The Virtuis Party is rising, its mysterious puppet master
is gaining control, and Paul and his allies are prepared to do anything to protect the princess,
the throne, and ultimately, the soul of the country. That means falling back on the innate
magic Paul dreads using again. It’s illegal, dangerous, and so potent it can raise the dead. But
as the fate of the entire nation hangs by a thread, dire times call for extreme magic.

Fay, Shannon

9781542032575
508 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Shannon Fay is the author of Innate Magic in the Marrowbone Spells series. A writer living in
K’jipuktuk/Halifax, Canada, she attended the Clarion West Writers Workshop in 2014 and has a day
job editing manga.

Canadian Author

Meru
One woman and her pilot are about to change the future of the species in an epic space
opera about aspiration, compassion, and redemption by Hugo and Nebula Award finalist S.
B. Divya.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Jan 03, 2023
47North

For five centuries, human life has been restricted to Earth, while posthuman descendants
called alloys freely explore the galaxy. But when the Earthlike planet of Meru is discovered,
two unlikely companions venture forth to test the habitability of this unoccupied new world
and the future of human-alloy relations. For Jayanthi, the adopted human child of alloy
parents, it’s an opportunity to rectify the ancient reputation of her species as avaricious and
destructive, and to give humanity a new place in the universe. For Vaha, Jayanthi’s alloy pilot,
it’s a daunting yet irresistible adventure to find success as an individual. As the journey
challenges their resolve in unexpected ways, the two form a bond that only deepens with
their time alone on Meru. But how can Jayanthi succeed at freeing humanity from its past
when she and Vaha have been set up to fail? Against all odds, hope is human, too.

FICTION / Science Fiction / Space
Opera

Divya, S.B.

9781662505096
8.25 x 5.50
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S. B. Divya is a Hugo- and Nebula-nominated author whose work includes Machinehood, Runtime,
and the short-story collection Contingency Plans for the Apocalypse and Other Possible Situations.
Her stories have been published in various magazines, such as Analog and Uncanny; on Tor.com;
and in several anthologies, including Seasons Between Us and Rebuilding Tomorrow. She holds
degrees in computational neuroscience and signal processing, and she worked for twenty years as
an electrical engineer before becoming an author. A lover of science, math, fiction, and the Oxford
comma, she enjoys subverting expectations and breaking stereotypes whenever she can.
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The Hunted
A young woman’s burgeoning powers make her Muirwood’s most wanted in a breathtaking
novel by Jeff Wheeler, Wall Street Journal bestselling author of The Druid.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Sep 20, 2022
47North
FICTION / Fantasy / Epic
9781542035040
318 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Eilean is rising. A foundling raised in an abbey, she was entrusted by its imprisoned druid,
Mordaunt, with an ancient tome. Its magical words can change the world. Eilean’s first
mission: translate it. Her second: rescue a benevolent Aldermaston sentenced to death as a
heretic by the High Seer. But wielding power, knowledge, and ambition has now made Eilean
the hunted. In pursuit is Captain Hoel Evnissyen, an inquisitor in service to the High Seer’s
demands. His objective is to track Eilean and steal Mordaunt’s invaluable work. But Hoel’s
quest soon yields a fascination with the woman he’s been ordered to pursue. When an
invasion begins and the world erupts in chaos, Eilean and Hoel find themselves bound by their
mutual wills to survive and, against all odds, realize they are not each other’s enemy. But now
Eilean must decide who is friend and who is foe. Especially when the powerful tome falls into
the wrong hands. The closer Eilean and Hoel get, the nearer they are to realizing the part they
must play in their kingdom’s destiny—and its ties to Eilean’s own mysterious past.

The Betrayed
When fates collide, a new legend is born in the awe-inspiring conclusion to the Dawning of
Muirwood trilogy by Jeff Wheeler, Wall Street Journal bestselling author of The Druid.

$20.95 CAD Paperback
Feb 21, 2023
47North
FICTION / Fantasy / Epic
9781542035187
8.25 x 5.50

Bound by more than the search for a fantastical stolen tome, Eilean and Hoel plummet
through the mirror gate into Leoneyis—a world on the brink of disaster as its sovereign’s reign
begins to unravel. Enemies converge to destroy King Andrew, who has become headstrong
and paranoid. His influence is undermined, and his kingdom is vulnerable. That’s what
happens when a king is betrayed by a queen. The Queen of Brythonica is not just the rival of
an anxious king. She’s in possession of the ancient tome that Eilean and Hoel seek, which
could help her achieve immortality. She knows Eilean is coming for her, and she is every bit
the match for the young wretched. After all, they learned under the same master. Eilean’s
first mission: save King Andrew’s court lest it disappear under the floods of the Deep Fathoms.
Her second: retrieve what is rightfully hers from the clutches of the Queen of Brythonica. To
do so means confronting the queen in a duel of wits and magic. The fate of Leoneyis is left to
Eilean. She must save one world to secure the future for which she is destined in her own.

Wheeler, Jeff
Jeff Wheeler is the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of the First Argentines series (Knight’s
Ransom, Warrior’s Ransom, Lady’s Ransom, and Fate’s Ransom); the Grave Kingdom series; the
Harbinger and Kingfountain series; the Legends and Covenant of Muirwood trilogies; the Whispers
from Mirrowen trilogy; the Dawning of Muirwood trilogy; and the Landmoor novels. Jeff is a
husband, father of five, and devout member of his church. He lives in the Rocky Mountains.
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A Dream of Birds
Sara has a thing for birds. They remind her of her grandfather, who loved birds, and the
wonderful show the creatures would put on in his yard each day—like a cloud of colorful
flowers carried by the wind.
As Sara walks to school in her island town, she longs for the freedom of those birds. Then
she spots a new birdhouse full of parakeets in someone’s yard. Sara feels drawn to them
and unable to forget them. So what happens the next time, when she finds the door to
the birdhouse unlocked?

$24.99 CAD Hardback
Aug 16, 2022
Amazon Crossing Kids
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals
/ Birds
9781662500930
32 pages
8.25 x 5.50

With poetic language and beautiful art, this story set on the African island of Mauritius
brings to life a little girl’s deep love of nature, her brash but well-meaning choice, and
ultimately, her redemption and dream for a better world.
Patel, Shenaz - Tchoukriel, Emmanuelle - Dro, Edwige-Renée
Shenaz Patel was born and lives on Mauritius Island. She has several jobs: journalist, playwright,
novelist, and translator, and she is also a comics and children’s book author.
Emmanuelle Tchoukriel was born and lives in France. Since 2009, she has been publishing Les
Inventaires illustrés/Illustrated Compendium series of nature titles, which includes a dozen titles,
among other works.
Edwige-Renée Dro is a writer, translator, and literary activist from the Ivory Coast, in Africa. Her
writings have been published in anthologies such as New Daughters of Africa and Africa39, among
others.

Anni Dreams of Biryani
The café across the street from Anni’s home in Little India makes the best biryani in the
world. Fluffy and fragrant, spicy and succulent—Anni could eat it every day. In fact, Anni
loves that biryani so much that she’s determined to uncover the secret to the recipe. She
has so many questions for Uncle, the grumpy chef and owner of the café. But he isn’t
providing any easy clues. So, with some careful planning, Anni sets out on a mission to
find out the secret ingredients to this most special dish. Will Anni get the answers she’s
looking for…before it’s too late?
Moolani Mehra, Namita - Prabhat, Chaaya
$24.99 CAD Hardback
Sep 01, 2022
Two Lions
JUVENILE FICTION / Cooking
& Food

Namita Moolani Mehra is a children’s book author, cookbook author, and a food and parenting
writer. She wrote the children’s cookbooks The Magic Spicebox and Superfoods for Superheroes.
Anni Dreams of Biryani is her first picture book
Chaaya Prabhat is an illustrator based in Chennai, India. She holds an MA in graphic design from
Savannah College of Art and Design. She has illustrated several picture books, including Bracelets
for Bina’s Brothers, written by Rajani LaRocca.

9781542030410
40 pages
11.0 x 8.50
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The Best Gift for Bear
Just right for the holidays, this charming story about finding a perfect present
introduces an endearing hedgehog and bear—and includes a gingerbread-cookie recipe.
Hedgehog has been busy making gifts for all of her friends. But what could possibly be
grand enough for her dear friend Bear? Bear had shown Hedgehog the wonders of
butterflies and taught her to ice-skate, after all. When Hedgehog finally finds her
inspiration and delivers the gift, it doesn’t quite turn out as she expected…
Bell, Jennifer A.
$24.99 CAD Hardback
Sep 27, 2022
Two Lions
JUVENILE FICTION / Holidays &
Celebrations / Christmas &
Advent

Jennifer A. Bell is the illustrator of more than forty children’s books, including the Sophie Mouse
series. She studied fine art at the Columbus College of Art & Design, and her work can also be
found on greeting cards and in magazines. This is the first picture book she’s written and
illustrated. She recently relocated to Toronto, Ontario. Learn more about her at
www.jenniferabell.com.

9781542029223
40 pages
8.25 x 5.50
Canadian Author

It's Not The Three Little Pigs
Meet the three (ahem—four!) little pigs as they convince the narrator to tell a slightly
different version of their fairy tale: First, there’s Alan, the one pig in the bunch who is
actually a builder. He’s got a BIG problem with building a home out of flimsy straw. Next,
there’s Alfred, who wants to be an actor and wouldn’t dream of getting his hands dirty.
Then we have Alvin, whose dream is to be…a pumpkin. Last but not least is Alison, the
fourth pig, who is ready to bring some flair to this story—if only she can get the narrator
to agree to a few changes…And what about that wolf? Grab your jetpacks and get ready
for this rollicking retelling of the popular tale.
Funk, Josh - Taylor, Edwardian
$24.99 CAD Hardback
Nov 01, 2022
Two Lions
JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy
Tales & Folklore /
Adaptations
9781542032438
40 pages
11.0 x 8.50
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Like the characters in his books, Josh Funk doesn’t like being told how stories should go—so he
writes his own. He is the author of a bunch of picture books. He lives in New England with his wife
and children. Learn more about him at www.joshfunkbooks.com and follow him on Twitter
@joshfunkbooks.
Edwardian Taylor has worked as a visual development artist and character designer in the game
and animation industry. He illustrated the picture book Race!, written by Sue Fliess, and the
chapter books Toy Academy: Some Assembly Required and Toy Academy: Ready for Action, written
by Brian Lynch. He lives in Texas with his partner and their four dogs. Learn more about him at
www.edwardiantaylor.com and follow him on Tumblr, Instagram, and Twitter @edwardiantaylor.
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My GrandMom
From an award-winning Korean author comes a charming and joyful story of the bond
between a little girl and her grandma.
Gee-eun is a little girl whose parents work a lot. So she spends her days with her beloved
grandmother. Grandma comforts Gee-eun when she’s sad to see her parents leaving and
shares in all of Gee-eun’s daily joys and problems. She even fills in for Gee-eun’s mom at
the family sports day, though things don’t quite go as planned…But one thing is for sure:
Grandma and Gee-eun always have an unforgettable time until the end of the day, when
the whole family can come together for a meal made by Grandma. Based on the author’s
relationship with her own grandmother, this is a heart-warming celebration of a most
unique and precious guardian: the GrandMom.

$24.99 CAD Hardback
Nov 15, 2022
Amazon Crossing Kids
JUVENILE FICTION / Family /
Multigenerational

Lee, Gee-eun - Lee, Gee-eun - Bowman, Sophie
Gee-eun Lee is an award-winning Korean author/illustrator. She recently won the prestigious
BolognaRagazzi Award in the comics category for her book, The Story of How the Korean Shaved
Ice Dessert Was Born, and is also a top winner of the Korean Young Illustrator Award.

9781662508257
40 pages
8.25 x 5.50

Sophie Bowman is a PhD student at the University of Toronto, studying Korean literature. She
recently translated the picture book Magic Candies by Heena Baek, which received a starred
review from Publishers Weekly.

Bright Winter Night
The forest calls, and creatures come:
big and small, one by one.
They sense there is a task to do
as night descends, replacing blue.

$24.99 CAD Hardback
Dec 06, 2022
Two Lions
JUVENILE FICTION / Stories in
Verse (see also Poetry)
9781542022248
32 pages
11.0 x 8.50
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On one bright winter night, a group of woodland creatures emerges from the forest.
Despite their differences, they start to build something together, using items found on
the forest floor. What are they making? And how quickly can they build it? Something
special is happening tonight, and soon the animals are off—in a race to catch a glimpse of
one of nature’s most astounding wonders! With lyrical text and sparkling artwork, Bright
Winter Night is a celebration of the joy and beauty of nature and the special gift of
friendship and togetherness.
Brydon, Alli - Lindsay, Ashling
Alli Brydon is inspired by natural wonders and what they can teach us, and she strives to bring that
magic to the books she writes for children.
Ashling Lindsay is an artist and writer from Belfast, Ireland. Her picture books are published in
more than ten languages and have received various awards and accolades.
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Turkey's Valentine Surprise
Turkey is delivering his valentines in disguise in this funny addition to the popular series.
Turkey loves nothing better than a good trick…except maybe a good disguise. So for
Valentine’s Day, he decides to secretly deliver a card to each of his friends. But when he
dresses up as a cat to deliver the purr-fect valentine, he’s quickly found out. It turns out that
outsmarting his pals is harder than he thought. Luckily, Turkey has more silly surprises in
store.

Silvano, Wendi - Harper, Lee
$24.99 CAD Hardback
Dec 13, 2022
Two Lions
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Birds

9781542023665
40 pages
10.5 x 10.5

Wendi Silvano was born in Salt Lake City, Utah, and has lived in Oregon, Colorado, and Peru. The
author of the Turkey Trouble series, she has a BA in early childhood education and taught
preschool and elementary school for eleven years.
Lee Harper is the author-illustrator of the books Coyote, The Emperor’s Cool Clothes, and Snow!
Snow! Snow! Lee is also the illustrator of the Turkey Trouble series by Wendi Silvano and the
Woolbur series, written by Leslie Helakoski. Lee has four children, a German shepherd, two barn
cats, eleven chickens, and four sheep…but still no turkeys. Yet. He lives in Pennsylvania.

Piece by Piece
How I Built My Life (No Instructions Required)
The heartfelt and funny memoir of a boy who built himself a prosthetic arm out of the
world-famous toy bricks.

$13.99 CAD Paperback
Oct 25, 2022
Amazon Crossing Kids
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Social Topics / Special Needs
9781662504266
pages
8.25 x 5.50
Also Available
9781662504273: Hardback
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David Aguilar was born missing part of one arm, a small detail that seemed to define his life
and limit people’s ideas of who he was and who he could be. But in his funny and heartfelt
memoir, David proves that he can throw out the rulebook and people’s expectations and
maybe even make a difference in the world—and all with a sense of humor. At only nine years
old, David built his first prosthesis from LEGO bricks, and since then he hasn’t stopped
creating and thinking about how his inventions, born from a passion for building things, could
fuel change and help others. With a voice full of personality and heart, David tells his powerful
story, of family and friendship, of heartbreak and loss, and ultimately of triumph and success,
as he continues to dream big and build a life and a better world—piece by piece.

Aguilar, David - Aguilar, Ferran - Schimel, Lawrence
David Aguilar and his father, Ferran Aguilar, are from Andorra, in Europe. David was born with
Poland syndrome, a rare disease that left him without one forearm. At the age of nine, he designed
his first prosthesis with LEGO bricks, and in high school he built the next generation, which he
named the MK-1. His father encouraged him to make a video about his prosthesis and the huge
role that LEGOs played in his life, and posted it on social media, where it went viral and changed
both of their lives.
Lawrence Schimel is an author, anthologist, and translator of many books in both Spanish and
English, including Early One Morning (Orca), Niños, and One Million Oysters on Top of the
Mountain (both Eerdmans). His works have received many awards, including the SCBWI Crystal
Kite Award, a PEN Translates Award, and the GLIL Translated YA Book Prize Honor. Lawrence lives
in Madrid, Spain. Follow him on Twitter @lawrenceschimel.
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Somebody That I Used to Know
In this fresh, addictive novel from the author of Tiffany Sly Lives Here Now, an aspiring
musician is forced to reunite with her ex–best friend—who just happens to be the world’s
biggest teen star.

$13.99 CAD Paperback
Oct 18, 2022
Skyscape
YOUNG ADULT FICTION /
Romance / Contemporary
9781542038737
364 pages
8.25x 5.50
Also Available
9781542038744: Hardback

Dylan Woods hasn’t seen her best friend, Langston, in years. After he moved to Los Angeles,
he ghosted her. Then he became Legendary, the biggest teen R & B artist on the planet. For
the most part, Dylan has moved on, with her sights set on Juilliard. But when her parents
announce that Langston is coming for a short stay with them, the entire family is thrilled.
Except for Dylan. The idea of sharing a house with music’s biggest bad boy makes her stomach
churn. But maybe Langston hasn’t changed as much as Dylan thought—he’s kept the bucket
list they made together years ago. As they start checking off items on the list, Dylan starts to
remember old times, her previous self, and their shared love of music. And there’s something
else. As Dylan considers giving Langston another chance, she starts to realize that maybe her
feelings for him go beyond friendship. Maybe, just maybe, she’s falling for her ex–best friend.

Davis, Dana L.
Dana L. Davis is an author, actress, and voice-over artist who lives and works in Los Angeles. She
has starred in Heroes, Coach Carter, Franklin & Bash, Veronica Mars, and countless other film and
TV productions. A few of her animation credits include Star vs. the Forces of Evil, Craig of the
Creek, and She-Ra and the Princesses of Power. Dana is a classically trained violist and the founder
of the LA-based nonprofit Culture for Kids, LA, which provides inner-city children with free tickets
and transportation to attend performing arts shows around LA County.

June, Reimagined
From the writer who brought you the Irish romance The Upside of Falling Down comes a
new novel about secrets, friendship, reinvention, and unexpected love in the Scottish
Highlands.

$13.99 CAD Paperback
Nov 01, 2022
Skyscape
FICTION / Coming of Age
9781542036122
304 pages
8.25x 5.50
Also Available
9781542036115: Hardback
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June Merriweather is on the run—from her own life. Her brother is dead, her parents are liars,
and her college major is a joke. Apart from her best friend, Matt, June is desperate for
reinvention. And a one-way ticket out of Cincinnati to the Scottish Highlands is a good place to
start. With a backpack, an urn, and a secret, June begins again. She snags a job at a café and
finds lodging at a quaint inn with a quirky cast of housemates. The only problem: the inn’s
infuriatingly perceptive (and sexy) owner, Lennox. He’s suspicious of June. After all, no one
comes to Scotland in the winter unless they’re running from something. From rocky start to
sizzling temptation, June’s new world is exhilarating…and one detour away from disaster.
With her past and her future both vying for attention, June can’t begin to picture where her
reimagined life is headed next. And falling in love with the last person she expected is only the
beginning.

Crane, Rebekah
Rebekah Crane is the author of several critically acclaimed young adult novels, including Only the
Pretty Lies, Postcards for a Songbird, The Infinite Pieces of Us, The Upside of Falling Down, The
Odds of Loving Grover Cleveland, Aspen, and Playing Nice. A former high school English teacher,
Crane now lives in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, where the altitude only enhances the
writing experience. For more information about the author and her work, visit
www.rebekahcrane.com.
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How to Win a Breakup
An “it” couple’s breakup becomes a sporting event in a deliciously charming novel
about the games people play in the name of love.

$13.99 CAD Paperback
Jan 03, 2023
Skyscape
FICTION / Coming of Age

First, math genius and gamer-nerd Samaya gets dumped by her boyfriend. Then he
sabotages her job and hooks up with her frenemy. What could be worse? Clearly, her
golden-boy ex is winning the breakup. The only way Samaya can get some rebound cred is
to find someone new. Even if she has to fake it. At a volunteer bake sale, Samaya meets a
sweet opportunity. Daniel is a handsome hockey jock and a whiz when it comes to lemon
squares and brownies. And he agrees to play along. Quid pro quo. He’ll pretend to be the
boyfriend of her dreams if Samaya helps him pass calculus. This may well be the recipe for
the best revenge, but Samaya has no idea how complicated it will get. As they whip up an
imitation romance, and a bumbleberry pie, resisting each other’s very real charms proves
impossible. Samaya finds herself on an unexpected journey of secrets, self-discovery, and
the true meaning of moving on.

9781542036092
8.25x 5.50

Heron, Farah

Also Available
9781542036085: Hardback

Canadian Author
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After a childhood filled with Bollywood, Monty Python, and Jane Austen, Farah Heron constantly
wove uplifting happily ever afters in her head while pursuing careers in human resources and
psychology. She started writing her stories down a few years ago and is thrilled to see her
daydreams become books. The author of Tahira in Bloom, Accidentally Engaged, and Kamila
Knows Best, Farah writes romantic comedies for adults and teens full of huge South Asian families,
delectable food, and most importantly, brown people falling stupidly in love. Farah lives in Toronto
with her husband and two teens, a rabbit named Strawberry, and two cats who rule the house. For
more information, visit www.farahheron.com.
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Tel: 604-771-5436, Fax: 604-530-4389
Email: kstroyan@shaw.ca

Sales & Marketing Coordinator,
Indigo Books & Music:
Ambur Hostyn
Tel: 905-475-9126 x 345, Fax: 905-475-6747
Email: ambur.hostyn@t-allen.com
______________________________________________________________

Marketing & Publicity:
Director of Marketing & Publicity: David Glover
Tel: 905-475-9126 x 325, Fax: 905-475-6747
Email: david.glover@t-allen.com

Distributed in Canada by Thomas Allen & Son

Distributed by Thomas Allen & Son
47North
Brilliance Audio
Crossing
Montlake
Lake Union Publishing
Little A
Skyscape
Thomas & Mercer
TOPPLE Books
Two Lions

195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
www.thomasallen.ca

